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FOREWORD

?'his report presents work which was performed under the Joint Army-Nav-y 3
Aircraft Instrumentation Research (JANAIR) Program, a research and ex-
ploratory development program directed by the United States Navy, Office
of Naval Research. Special guidance is provided to the program for the
Army Electronics Command, the Naval Air Systems Command, and the Office
of Naval Research through an organization known as the JANAIR Working
Group. The Working Group is currently composed of representatives from
the following offices: '

0 U.S. Navy, Office of Naval Research, Aeronautics, Code 461,
Arlington. Virginia 22217 I
- Aircraft Instrumentation and Control Program Area

0 U.S. Navy, Naval Air Systems Command. Washington, D.C.

Avionics Division; Navigation Instrumentation and
Display Branch (NAVAIR 5337)

Crew Systems Division: Cockpit/Cabin Require-
ments and Standards Branch (NAVAIR 5313)

0 U. S. Army. Army Electronics Command, Avionics

Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey

- Instrument Technical Area (AMSEL-VL-I)

The Joint Army-Navy Aircraft Instrumentation Research Program objective I
is: To conduct applied research using analytical and experimental investi-
gations for identifying, defining and validating advanced concepts which may
be applied to future, improved Naval and Army aircraft instrumentation
systems. This includes sensing elements, data processors, displays and
man/machine interfaces for fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft for all flight
regimes. I
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ABSTRACT

The objective of this study was to investigate, by means of real-time
man-in-the-loop simulation techniques, piloting performance as in-
fluenced by approach-signal degradation and aircraft control-augmen-
tation variables during IFR steep-angle approaches and landings with
vertical-lift aircraft. Simulation evaluations also included airctaft-
type, display-format, approach-angle, and display-quickening variables
to increase the generality of study results. Variable-velocity simula-
tions of Bell TJH-1 and Ryan XV-5 aircraft were utilized as test
vehicles. Interpreted within the constraints imposed by the simulations,
study results indicated that increased filtering of measurement noise is
beneficial during approach but may have a degrading effect during hov-
ering flight. Generally, both flight-path error and pilot control activity
increased with increased measurement noise. With one exception, data
trends also indicated improved performance with aircraft outer-loop I
control augmentation.
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A/D analog to digital
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FD flight director

GCA ground-controlled approach
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IEVD integrated electronic vertical display
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JANAIR Joint Army-Navy Aircraft Instrumentation Research

OLCS outer-loop control system
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PPI-IR plan position indicator - inertially referenced

RMS root mean square
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RTCA Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics

SAA steep-angle approach

SAS stability-augmentation system

STOL short takeoff and landing

VFR visual flight rules

VSD vertical situation display

VTOL vertical takeoff and landing

V/STOL vertical/short takeoff and landing

wrt with respect to

SYMBOLS

A approach angle (independent variable)

Al 0 , Al AI pitch, roll, and collective activity indices
01 ' col.

Ais cosine component of main-rotor cyclic-pitch angle

SAISs Ais is due tc cyclic-stick input

B bearing of aircraft with respect to ground station

SBn noise-corrupted bearing measurement

Bis sine component of cyclic-pitch angle

BIS B due to cyclic-stick input
S

C control-augmentation mode (independent variable)

D display format (independent variable)

I E angle of elevation of aircraft with respect to ground
station

* En noise-corrupted elevation measurement

Ex, Ey, E z aircraft longitudinal, lateral, and vertical position
error from command position
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E[l denotes e>xpected value of quantity enclosed [1
F filter level (independent variable)

g gravity (32.2 ft/sec2)

ID identification code number used to select various
levels of independent variables

KX, KY, KZ longitudinal, lateral, and vertical position-error
quickening-symbol gains

K , Kj,ý Kj longitudinal, lateral, and vertical velocity-error
quickening-symbol gains

K K pitch and roll attitude-error quickening-symbol gains

KNF unit of nose-fan-door efficiency

LAGx. LAG•k response times of position output and rate output of
a-A filter (i.e., time required for response to reach
90 pe-cent of steady-state value)

N noise level (independent variable)

nR, nB, nE noise componen's of range, bearing and elevation

p roll !-ate

P mission phase (also used to indicate level of confi-
dence for significance tests)

q pitch rate

Q q 'ickening-gain level (independent variable)

r yaw rate

R range of aircraft with respect to ground station
(slant range)

Rn noise-corrupted range measurement "

R. Ry. RZ ratios of a-J3 filter position-input- to position-output-
noise standard deviations for longitudinal, lateral
and vertical axes
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RX, R 4k, R. ratios of a•-3 filter position-input- to rate-output-
noise standard deviations for longitudinal, lateraland vertical axes

I RX* R", Rý, autocorrelation functions of noise input, position-
Rlim and rate-output estimates of a-13 filter. and rate-

output estimate from rate limiter

RMSXi RMSy, RMSz root-mean-square longitudinal, lateral, and vertical
position errors

SS subject (independent variable)

S. C, St, s! power spectral densities of noise input, position-
X, •, S, SXlim and rate-output estimates of a-0 filter, and rate-

output estimate from rate limiter

T sampling period of a-03 filter (i. e., compute-cycle
time)

u X body-axis perturbation velocity

v Y body-axis perturbation velocity

I V vehicle (independent variable)

w Z body-axis perturbation velocity

SX, :k, 9 longitudinal inertial-axis position. rate, and accel-
eration

I , X longitudinal position and rate estimates of ct-13 filter
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Y. , • lateral inertiOd-axis positior., ratO, and acceleration

Y, Y lateral position and rate e.3timate• of .7-0 filter

YB. " lateral body-axis pos;tion, rate. and ecccleration

-YC lteral -mrnrsar d position
YI° 'I' Yil lateral inertial-axis position, rate, anzd acceleration

Y noise-corrupted inertial lateral-position measurement

Ye roil-axic cipaC'nponent of quickening-symbol displace-
YQ ment on display

z standard deviation of unit normal distribution

Z. Z, Z vertical inertial-axis p-sition, rate, and acceleration

Z. z vertical position and rate estimates of &-JS filter

ZB. ZB Zý vertical body-axis position, rate, and acceleration
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Zn noise-corrupted inertial vertical-position measurement

,3filter parameters

differential wing-fan louver angle WSR - - ,

• • •V differential wing-fan louver angle ( VR- J3VL)

Y glideslope angle

O 6¢, 6col pitch, roll, and collective stick displacements
(recorded as dependent variables)

6 6 P 6 pitch, roll and rudder control inputs
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Ls 41 difference bet ý,een approach path and aircraft he-ding

Ol pitch attitude and attitude rate

TR blade pitch o." tail rotor

a standard deviation
6 '2 variance

roll attitede and attitilde -ate

yaw and yaw rate
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NOMENCLATURE

Activity Indices Root mean square of the rate of pilot's control
inputs into the simulated vehicle. These values
are used as performance measures and provide
an indication of the pilot's activity as he controls
the simulated vehicle.

Alpha-Beta Filter Name of the digita. filter used in this study to provide
smoothed estimates of position and rate from the
simulated measurements.

Autocorrelation A measure of interaction (or correlation) of a pro-
Function cess with itself as a function of time. Normalized

autocorrelation is an autocorrelation function
normalized such that it is bounded by unity.

AID Anailog to Digital - An interface between an analog
and a digital computer which converts the continuous
data of the analog computer to the discrete represen-
tation of the digital computer.

Constant-Slope An approach in which the ratio of the vertical-to-
Approach horizontal velocity remains constant.

Cumulative Probability The prcbability that the value of a random variable
Density Function X is less than some real number x.

Dependent Variables Variables of an experiment which describe system
performance. These performaace measures are
assumed to reflect changes in the levels of the in-
dependent variables of the experiment and are thus
considered to be "dependent".

D(A Digital to Analog - An interface between a digital
and an analog computer which converts the discrete -
data of the digital computer to the continuous rep-
resentation of the analog computer.

HSD Horizontal Situaticn Display - A class of display
formats which presents a horizontal or downward-
looking view.

X.
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Independent Variables Par-ameters of a system which are varied to investi-

gate their effect on system performance.

Parabolic Approach An approach in which the flight-path profile is con-
cave downward such that the commanded altitude
increases as the square root of the distance from
the landing site.

PSD Power Spectral Density - A measure of the amount,
of energy contained in each frequency component of
a signal.

I RMS Root-mean-square-- - N

X IN, wherei=

X. denotes a measured parameter, and N is the
total number of measurements recorded.

Standard Deviation r N where X is the mean

= I \ ~ (~ -R) tIN

value of the observations (X.) and N is the total
number of observations.

Statistical Significance A probability statement that an observed difference
deviates from zero by an amount greater than can
be attributed to ranunm sampling fluctuations.

VSD Vertical Situation Display - A class of display
formats which presents a vertical or forward-
looking view.

i
I
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

I ;~The unique performance capabilities of vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) al r-
craft are significant contributors to the effectiveness and scope of tactical

f air operations. These capabilities allow terminal-area penetration and landing
in terrain with a variety of topographical characteristics, with minimal or no
landing site preparation required. Clearance of terrain obstructions adjacent
to restricted landing areas can be accomplished by flying approach profiles

high angles of attack. These nominal approach profile characteristics con-

stitute what is commonly considered as a "steep-angle approach" (SAA).
a |Steep approaches with rotary-wing aircraft, for example, include flight-path
| angles of 12 to 15 degrees or greater.

Operational steep-angle approaches are, however, currently limited to visual-
I flight-rule (VFR) conditions. If rotary-wing and other future generation'I -' I vertical-lift aircraft are to accomplish their mission objectives independent

of visibility conditions, operations into remote and restricted landing zones
I must be supported by an instrument-flight-rule (IFR) steep-approach capa-

bility. This capability should ultimately include landings under near zero-
zero conditions to take full advantage of the potential of vertical-lift per-
formance.

In the absence of VFR approach and landing cues. all flight-control information
must be electronically sensed or computed for display to the pilot, with the

: Ipilot serving as a primary element in the control loop or. alternatively, as a
monitor of automatic system performance. In either case. a comprehensive
display of status and command information is necessary to facilitate the

• |precise and reliable control of the vertical-lift aircraft during transition
U through the low-airspeed flight regime associated with a steep-approach

gradient.

One of the objectives of the Joint Army-Navy Aircraft Instrumentation Re-

search (JANAIR) Program has been to define, develop and evaluate display
concepts for this purpose. As an initial step toward the definition of an IFR
steep-angle approach and landing capability for vertical takeoff and landing
(VTOL) aircraft, Honeywell was tasked to perform investigations which had
the following primary objectives:

o 1Task I -The definition of displayed information parameters
required for all-visibility, steep-angle approaches
and landings with tactical vertical-lift aircraft of the
1975 to 1980 era; and the development, simulation.
and evaluation of alternative display formats incor-
porating the required information.IT

I _1-
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These investigations (Ref. 1) were oriented toward developing display system
concepts by initially evaluating the di splay/ operator/task interface. Consis-
tent %%ith this philosophy, the initial phase (Task I) of the SAA program em-
phasized the man-in-the-loop evaluation of alternative display formats for use
in performance of the SAA task. Alternative display formats representative
of both horizontal- and vertical-situation concepts were empirically evaluated
by means of real-time man-in-the-loop simulation techniques. Approach-
angle and profile characteristics were also evaluated to determine their dif-
ferential effects upon piloting performance vnd to increase the generality of
display-comparison results.

During the course of this investigation, several additional specific problem or
task areas requiring further evaluation were identified. Each of these task
areas is subsumed within, or related directly to, the problem of display re-
quirements for IFR steep-angle approach with vertical-lift aircraft because
each implies a category of conditions or constraints within which the selected
display configuration may be operated. Relevant task areas identified for
further study include:

* Task II - The effect of approach-system noise and filter
variables on pilot performance of the SAA task

* Task III - An evaluation of alternative vehicle control-aug-
mentation modes

• Task IV - Determination of the effects of varying wind con-
ditions during SAA

* Task V - Determination of the effects of selected situational
contingencies during SAA

* Task VI - Definition of preliminary recommendations for a
manual SAA system based on the results of the
above tasks.

Results of studies performed to evaluate efeects of Task II and Task III variables
above are the subject of this report. An outline of display and display-related
variables investigated in the SAA program is shown in Table 1-i. It will be
noted that evaluation of selected display formats and approach angles as
variables has been continued in the Task II and III study phases reported here,
supporting the overall objectives of this program --- the investigation of display
requirements for manually controlled IFR steep-angle approaches.

Following is a brief description of the content of major sections of this report:

1-2
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j Table 1-1. SAA Variables Investigated

Variables or Study Phases
Conditions (Complete) (Current)
Evaluated I

j Display Formats "IEVD IEVD IEV /• P-AR I / PI-AR i/ PI-AR"/
PI "P" P"//

PPIIApproach Angles /60 6

AircraftH-IUf 1H1

Approach Modes Const. Slope Const. Slope Const. SlopeParabolic/ '

Signal Filter Lags None Loow// -/ owI • ~~~~~~Mediumr:i••/• ihV .

Signal Noise None None /// N
Levels / Medium

/Hi~gh High //,

Quickening Gains High oH/ High

Control Augmen- SAS SAS /SAS/////I tation Modes /S-AS + OLCS/
/SAS + *Hold
/ SAS + OLCS +/

"I/$Hold//.

(Shaded cells represent variables in each study phase)

1-3
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* ~Background: Generic configurations of vertical-life aircraft
and approach-aid systems are briefly reviewed for general I
reader orientation and background to the present study program.

0 Study Definition - Task II: Descriptions of all variables and
task characteristics simulated in the Task II study phase are
presented.

* Preliminary Simulation - Task II: The training of pilot subjects, I.
refinement of simulation methodology and selection of specific
variable levels for investigation in the Task II study are described.

* Formal Simulation - Task I: The Task II experimental design
for conducting formal investigations, dependent and independent
variables evaluated, and data reduction procedures are presented.

0 Study Results - Task II: Results yielded by the statistical and
subjective analysis of performance data generated during Task II
formal simulations are discussed.

* Study Definition - Task II: Descriptions of all variables and task
characteristics simulated in the Task III study phase are presented.

* Preliminaty Simulation - Task III: The training of pilot subjects,
refinement of simulation methodology and selection of specific
variable levels for investigation in the Task III study L.re described.

* Formal Simulation - Task III: The Task III experimental design
for conducting formal investigations, dependent and independent
variables evaluated, and data reduction procedures are presented.

* Study Results - Task III: Results yielded by the statistical and
subjective analysis of performance data generated during Task Ill
formal simulations are discussed.

* Summary and Conclusions: Results of both Task II and Task III
study phases are summarized, and conclusions are drawn as to
the effects upon piloting performance of all experimental vari-
ables investigated.

_
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SECTION II

j BACKGROUND

Two primary requisites associated with the performance of IFR steep
approaches and vertical landings are the vehicle itself and the approach-aid
subsystems necessary to accomplish IFR penetration. Each of these sys-
tems is discussed briefly in the following paragraphs for reader orientation
and to serve as a basis for the definition of the scope of the present study
program.

I VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS

A variety of aircraft configurations have the inherent design characteristics
necessary for the performance of low-speed approaches and vertical landings.
Generic features of all aircraft in this class are a lift-to-weight ratio greater
than unity below aerodynamic stall speeds and controllable vehicle rotational

and translational axes in the same speed range.

The majority of VTOL aircraft now operational or under prototype develop-
* ment are of one of the following types (representive examples of each type

are also shown):

. Rotary-Wing: (Bell UH-1)
I Jet-Lift: (Hawker Siddeley Harrier)

. Tilt-Wing: (Ling-Temco-' T ought XC-142)

I * Compound Rotary-Wing: (Lockheed AH- 56)
* Ducted-Fan: (Ryan XV-5ý

I Aircraft representing the first two vertical-life concepts are now operational,
while the latter three are in the prototype-development and flight-test stages.
Further discussion of these VTOL aircraft and other similar vertical-liftI variations may be found in Reference 2 through 9. Control problems and
design considerations associated with flight of these aircraft in the low-speed
range are also discussed in these sources. Additional background informa-
tion relating vertical-life aircraft applications and the steep-angle-approach
problem is given in References 10 through 15.

i I~ ~pobe is gxe ivene winh Relcofegreneathrough 15.ilyattelwaised n
In general, it can be stated that some degree of control and stability difficulty
is experienced with all configurations, especially at the low airspeeds and
high descent rates associated with a steep-angle approach. In addition to the
common problems of excessive power requirement and low longitudinal aero-
dynamic stability resulting from flight at low substall airspeeds, each config-
uration has its relatively unique difficulties. Examples are blade-tip vortex
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impingement, nose-up pitching moment, and wing-stall problems for rotary- L
winged, ducted-fan and tilt-winged configurations, respectively.

APPROACH AND LANDING-AID REQUIREMENTS

Three basic functions are served by the approach-aid system being proposed
or now under development for tactical use with vertical-life aircraft (Ref. 16).
Functions required are:

0 The generation of a landing reference: The frame of reference

with respect to the desired landing site must be defined

0 The measurement of position relative to this reference: The
approaching vehicle's position relative to this frame of refer-
ence must be determined.

*• The choice of approach path: The desired approach path must
be defined to allow computation of error and command informa-
tion. -

These functions are allocated in various combinations to ground-based and 3
airborne components. Four configurations represent a majority of systems
currently under study. These are:

0 Airborne ground mapper, e.g., airborne radar

0 Ground-based sky mapper with data link to aircraft
* Ground-based pattern generator and airborne pattern

sensor (beam-guided system)

* Airborne radar tracker and ground-based omnidirectional
beacon (beacon-guided system)

Ground-mapper systems represent the only non-cooperative configuration
consisting of all airborne system components (unless used in conjunction J
with corner reflectors around a landing zone). Systems representative of
the latter three configurations above are considered cooperative, having
both ground and airborne components. Of these configurations, beam- and -
beacon-buided concepts are currently receiving the most developmental
emphasis. In cooperative systems, measurement of aircraft position with .
respect to a desired landing zone is typically defined in spherical coordinates
(range, bearing and elevation) which may in turn be transformed to position
coordinates (X, Y and Z) referenced to the desired approach path.

A more detailed discussion of these various configurations, their operating L
characteristics and their required operating environment may be found in
References 13 through 23.

2-2 1
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I SECTION mI

STUDY DEFINITION - TASK II

OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of the Task I study phase was to investigate effects
of approach-system noise and filter characteristics on pilot performance of
the SAA task. Interactive effects of these variables were evaluated in con-

3 junction with other relevant system variables to obtain increased generality
of the study results.

m Descriptions of all variables and task characteristics simulated in this study
phase are given in the following paragraphs and in Appendix A. A more ex-
tensive treatment of the basis for development of display formats, quickening
gains, and the approach and landing task simulated for this study is given in
Reference 1.

m AIRCRAFT SELECTION AND DESCRIPTION

Two aircraft simulated for use in this study were the Bell UH-1 helicopter
and the Ryan XV-5 ducted-fan VTOL. These vehicles are representative of

*two general configurations of tactical vertical-life aircraft potentially opera-
tional in the 1975 and 1980 time period. Other factors in the choice of these
aircraft were the availability of data and the status of contemporary simu-I lations.

0 Ryan XV-5: This vehicle is a mid-wing, ducted-fan
research aircraft. It is capable of conventional takeoff
and landing (CTOL) and flight to high subsonic speeds in
addition to its VTOL performance in the fan-supported
mode. The three-view drawing in Figure 3-1 (from Ref. 24)

m indicates the dimensions and configuration of the vehicle.
For aerodynamic flight, manual control is through control
stick and rudder pedals to conventioial aerodynamic surfaces.

* In the fan mode of operation, attitude, thrust direction, and
lift are controlled primarily through the collective and dif-
ferential vectoring of louvers mounted directly under the

i wing fans, and doors under the nose fan. Louver and door
operations and the resulting control functions for this vehicle
are shown in Figure 3-2.

* Bell UH-I: The UH-1 is a turbine-powered si::gle-rotor
helicopter. It has a gross weight of between 8503 and 9500
pounds and a cruise speed of 120 to 140 mph, depending on
model suffix designation. Rate of climb is approximately
2350 ft/min. A three-view drawing of the UH-l is shown
in Figure 3-3 (from Ref. 25). The main rotor is a two

S3-1!iI
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Figure 3-2. VTOL Flight-Control System Operation
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bladed see-saw type and is speed governed over its operating
I range. A degree of stability augmentation is provided by a

damped stabilizer bar 90 degrees out of phase with the rotor
blades. The flight control system is a conventional helicopter
mechanical-boost type which controls collective and cyclic
pitch and tail rotor. Fore-and-aft cyclic pitch is augmented
by an aerodynamic elevator for increased controllability and~ gextended center-of-gravity (cg) range.

Variable-velocity simulations of both aircraft were programmed on Honeywell' s
hybrid-computer facility (see Appendix A). Nonlinear force and moment equa-
tions and aerodynamic lags were computed digitally, while inertial dynamics
were synthesized on the analog portion of the hybrid simulator. Examples of
the flight characteristics gained by this variable-velocity simulation tech-

I nique include: (I) complete aerodynamic cross coupling in all control axes I

in the presence of gusts, control inputs and vehicle drift rates and (2) con-
tinuous change in vehicle trim conditions -is a function of airspeed, mass
loading and aerodynamic loading.

APPROACH-TASK DEFINITION

The approach and landing task simulated was considered to represent the
terminal segment of a nominal tactical mission, beginning at the point ofi acquisition of a greumd-based approach and landing aid, and terminating
at touch down.

Based on information gained in previous studies (Ref. 1) from questionnaire
and literut ure sources, the following assumptions were made in defining the
approach and landing task simulated:

I Localizer (lateral-position) error at the point of acquisition
resulting from enroute navigation errors would be nulled
prior to glide-slope capture.

* Except for initial heading changes necessary for localizer
null, the approach would be directly toward the landing
site to minimize low-altitude and low-speed exposure in
the terminal area.

* Approaches would be commanded to a hover point of 50
feet above the landing site rather than directly to the
ground.

i * An approach profile would be commanded such that a
minimum of 90 seconds would be spent on the glide slope.

II 3-5
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Simplified plan and profile views of this approach- and landing-mission
segment are shown in Figures 3-4 and 3-5. This segment is divided into j
four phases:

0 Initial approach: Localizer acquisition is initiated from j
a course parallel to the commanded approach course but
with some degree of lateral error resulting from enroute
navigation inaccuracy. This error is nulled, and ground-
speed is reduced to that required for glide-slope intercept.

0 Final approach: The glide slope is acquired, and the
commanded flight path is maintained to the point of hover.

a Hover: The hover point is maintained until descent is
commanded.

* Descent: Longitudinal and lateral position are maintained

while power is reduced for a descent to touch down.

The primary piloting tasks associated with each phase are summarized below:

* Initial-Approach Phase

- Maintain stable vehicle attitudes

- Null lateral flight-path error _

- Maint-.-in commanded altitude

- Establish commanded ground speed

* Final-Approach Phase

- Maintain stable vehicle attitudes

- Maintain lateral flight-path null

- Establish Pnd maintain vertical flight-path null

- Maintain commanded ground speed

- Decelerate forward and vertical velocities
as commanded

3
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* H1over Phase F

- Maintain stable vehicle attitudes

- Establish and maintain commanded lateral position
(with respect to landing site)

- Establish and maintain commanded longitudinal
position

- Maintain commanded altitude

* Descent Phase

- Maintain stable vehicle attitudes

- Maintain commanded lateral position

- Maintain commanded longitudinal position

- Establish safe vertical descent rate

- Minimize horizontal translation rates

APPROACH-ANGLE SELECTION AND DESCRIPTION

Two alternative "final-approach" angles were simulated in the Task 11 study.
Constant-gradient glide-slope angles of 6 and 15 degrees were selected to
cover the range of steep angles generally considered to be feasible for opera-
tional vertical-lift aircraft. In Figure 3-6 corresponding terrain or obstacle
clearance altitudes for the 6- and 15-degree slopes terminating at a 50-foot
hover altitude are compared with a more shallow slope of 3 degrees. At a $
ground range of 1000 feet from a landing site, for example, terrain-clearance
altitude for the 15-degree slope is approximately three times that of the 3-
degree slope. If these slopes were terminated at the landing site (zero altitude)
rather than at hover, clearance altitudes for the 6-degree slope would be
approximately double those resulting with the more shallow 3-degree slope.

Three constraints applied in defining these glide slopes were: (1) that the
duration of the final approach be 92 seconds, (2) that the total commanded I
deceleration not exceed 2.4 ft/sec4, and (3) that the commanded descent rates
for the 6- and 15-degree approaches be 684 and 1290 ft/min, respectively.
These constraints established a unique initial altitude and range for each
approach angle. Descent rates were based on data given in Reference 14.
Although numerous sources referenced discussed approach angles feasible,
only the above-referenced study yielded sufficient actual flight data from
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which the forward- and vertical-velocity components typically experienced
during steep approaches could be estimated. In this study (Ref. 14), an S-61Nr helicopter was flown on approach glide-path angles of from 3 to 55 degrees
during flight tests of a portable approach-aid system. Descent rates experi-
enced were recorded at intervals of altitude and presented in the above-

referenced report. Data from this report for angles of 3, 6, 9, 15, and 24
degrees were averaged for each angle and are shown in Figure 3-7. A

regression line was fitted to data for angles up to 15 degrees, as shown in
this figure, with a zero-slope straight-line fit representing angles beyond
15 degrees. This function showing the relationship between approach angle
and vertical velocity served as a basis for select-ig the vertical- and forward-
velocity components to be commanded for the approach angles used in the
present study.

During the approaches programmed for the Task II SAA study (Figure 3-8)
the pilot was commanded a constant ground speed and descent rate to a point
from which a deceleration of both ground speed and descent rate was com-
manded. Deceleration was commanded such that total deceleration was

I 3-9
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0. 075g, with ground speed and descent rate being reduced to zero at the
hover position. The entire final approach, assuming exact following of dis-
played commands, required 90 seconds.

DISPLAY-FORMAT SELECTION AND DESCRIPTION

Two of four display-format alternatives previously investigated (Ref. 1) were
selected for continued simulation and evaluation in the Task II study. Each
format consisted of an aircraft-referenced primary display and associated
peripheral instrumentation, with the latter being selected as necessary for
the presentation of information parameters not included on the primary display.
Variations between formats were limited, to the greatest possible extent, to
the primary-display configurations.

The two primary displays selected are representative of two general modes
or categories of display-information presentation: (1) vertical-situation dis-
plays and (2) horizontal-situation displays. In the first category are those
displays which are oriented normal to the ground plane and .ypically present
a forward-looking view to the pilot. The second category includes those dis-
plays depicting the ground plane itself, presenting a downward-looking view.
The configurations selected were:
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o Vertical-Situation Display u

- IEVD (Integrated Electronic Vertical Display) A

0 Horizontal-Situation Display

Aircraft-Referenced PPI (Plan Position indicator)

A detailed description of these formats is given in the following paragraphs. i

IEVD Format

The vertical-situation format evaluated was a simulation of the Norden IEVD I
(Refs. 26 and 27). Format characteristics simulated for the present Study
were selected to represent the most significant features of the IEVD concept,
but with some variation and simplification to facilitate computer-programming
requirements and to most efficiently adapt the general display concept for usewith the IFR steep-approach and landing task simulated. The IEVD display
format, as simulated (Figure 3-9), consisted of the primary IEVD display,
a sideslip indicator directly above the IEVD, and rate-of-climb, vector-angle,
and BDHI (bearing, distance, heading) indicators to the left of and below the "IEVD.

-410]

RATE OF CLIMB -40

50200s go

40

so.
40e

ANGLE i

- Do

Figure 3-9. IEVD Format
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I Display elements, and their functions, are summarized in Table 3-1. Altitude
and airspeed (ground speed as simulated) tapes are located at the left and r;ht
dides, respectively, of the IEVD, with an artificial horizon shown between the
two tapes. Command-altitude information was displayed on a cursor adjacent
to the -Ititude tape. Jiducial marks at tape center indicated actual altitude
and also cerved as a null reference for the altitude cursor. Tracking the
moving cursor to scale center was required to maintain commanded altitude.
This symbol was driven by combined altitude-error and altitude- rate- error
terms with gains of 0.01 in/ft and Ki = 0. 05 in/ft/see, respectively.

Position errors during hover and descent phases were displayed as deviations
of a trapezoid (command position) from a stationary longitudinally-lined trape-
zoid (own-ship position" with a scaling of 0.01 in/ft. Similarly, scaling of the

square "ILS symuol,'" used for the display of vertical and lateral glide-path
error, was 0. 01 in/ft on both axes. Null for this symbol was a static bore-
sight reference located at display center.

The inverted T-shaped "lead-vehicle" symbol served as the longitudinal- and
lateral-quickened element on the IEVD. This symbol w-.. also referenced to
the center boresight, and translated vertically and laterally to command pitch
and roll inputs (see Figure 3-10). The fixed boresight was tracked to the moving
quickened element in a "fly-to" manner to be consistent with the reference axes
and orientation of this display format.

I o - I -

J Figure 3-10. IEVD Format: Quickened- Symbol Movement Axes

Heading information was integrated into the IEVD in the form of a simplified
Sheading-command cursor (approach-path course) reienced to a fiducial mark

along the bottom edge of the display, and was scaled at ±45 degrees full-scale
deflection. Artificial-horizon pitch-axis scaling was ±25 degrees for full

*1deflection.
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I Not shown in Figure 3-9 is a warning indicator (flashing "X" symbol) placed
directly below the primary IEVD display. This symbol appeared during the
300-foot intervals prior to glide-slope intercept and prior to the deceleration
* command at termination on the final-approach phase, thus serving to warn
the pilot of the. two significant pent&ing changes in commanded vertical and
forward velocity.
The static representation in Figure 3-9 shows a situation near the end of the
approach as it would appear on the IEVD format. Denicted in this example

i I are the following status and command information cues:

* Range to the desired hover point is 220 feet (numeric readout
on BDHI).

11 Aircraft heading is approximately 015 degrees (heading dial
on BDHI).

* Relative bearing to hover point is approximately 340 degrees
S(radius line on BDHPI).

Aircraft is descending at approximately 250 ft/min (rate of

W - climb dial).

* Airceaft altitude is 50 feet (tape on left side of I EVD).

* Ground speed is 10 knots (tape on right side of !EVD).

• * Aircraft is pitched down and rolled left approximately 4 de-
f grees and 5 degrees, respectively, (horizon line on IEVD).

I • Aircraft is below and to right of desired glide path ("ILS
symbol" on IEVD is above and to left of boresight symbol).

1• Aircraft is approaching hover point with small lateral error
to the right of desired path ("command position" trapezoid
on IEVD is aboye and to 1eft of "own-ship position" trapezoid).

*• Pilot is being commanded to pitch up and roll left to obtain
additional deceleration and lateral-position correction, respec-
tively, ("lead vehicle" symbol on IEVD is above and to right

2•I of boresight symbol).

0 Pilot is being commannded to increase collective lift input to
Sobtain additional altitude (altitude-command cursor on t-VD

is above altitude tape fiducial marks).

3-15
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* Pilot is being commanded a left rudder or antitorque pedal
input to return aircraft to desired approach heading (heading- -

command cursor on IEVD is to left of its fiducial mark
reference).

The total I EVD format, including peripheral instrumentation, was computed
digitally and displayed on a 19-inch-diagonal CRT. Dimensions of the primary
IEVD display, as simulated, were 7 by 7 inches.

PPI Format

The aircraft-referenced PPI format evaluated is shown in Figure 3-11. This
format included a centrally located PPI primary display and peripheral instru-
ments. A downward-looking view is presented on this primary display, with
the vertical display axis referenced to the longitudinal axis of the aircraft.

soi
?ATE OF -

CLIMB

900

VECTOV
ANGLE

Figure 3-11. Aircraft-Referenced PPI Format
Own-ship position within ihe PPI display space was indicated by a circle located
1. 5 inches from bottom display center. Although aircraft-referenced, the PPI
was earth-stabilized with respect to aircraft pitch and roll attitude to avoid
translations of the moving approach-path and landing-site symbology with atti-
tude changes on these axes. Translational movements of this zymbology de-
picted a change in aircraft position, while rotational movements about the

3-16
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I earth- stabilized vertical aircraft axis (own-ship symbol) indicatteld aaircraf.
heading relative to commanded approaeh heading. Computed landing-site
position was shown as the center of a scaled 1000-foot-diameter box, with a
line representing the command-approach path projecting outward from the
landing-site point. Two markers located on the approach-path line (shown
in Figure 3-11) represented the points of glide-slope intercept and decelera-
tion command. Scale sensitivity of the display ground-plane and approach-
path and lknding-site symbology was increased with decreasing range at two
points during-the approach. The initial PPI scaling was 4000 ft/ in. (4000 feet
per inch of display) on both axes, with changes to 2000 ft/in, and 750 ft/in.
at ranges of 500 feet prior to glide-slope intercept and deceleration-command
points, respectively. These scale changes resulted in increased PPI status
display sensitivity as the aircraft approached the landing site and were accom-FI plished at intervals during the approach profile selected to minimize inter-
ference with the piloting task. Also, because of the scale-change points
selected, the changes in display scaling themselves served as a warning of

impending glide-slope intercept and deceleration- command maneuvers.

A summary of the central and peripheral display elements and functions associ-A
ated with the Aircraft-Referenced PPI Format is given in Tablie 3-2. Rate-of-
climb, sideslip, vector-angle, and BDHI indicators were identicea to those
programmed for uze with the IEVD. Additional peripheral instrumentation
required for the PPI format included groundspeed, attitude, and altitude indi-Scators located tr the right, below, and left, respectively, of the central PPI.
The altitude indicator consisted of an altitude jape similar to that programmed
for !he IEVD, and two vertically movihg cursors. The cursor located imme-
diately to the right of the altitude tape displayed command altitude, or altitude

I error, while the second cursor was driven by altitude-rate error scaled at
K± = 0. 05 in/ft/sec. Assuming an initial altitude error, tracking the rate-
error cursor against the altitude-error cursor resulted in a return of the air-
craft to its commanded altitude. Maintenance of commanded altitude then
regulted in both cursors positioned directly across from the fiducial marks
(actual altitude) at tape center.

An asterisc served as the longitudinal- and late-al-quickened element on the
PPI display. The PPI landing-site point represented the command-trackihg
reference for the quickened element, with vertical and lateral quickened-symbol
deviations from the landing site cot-responding to aircraft pitch and roll comn--
2nands, respectively, (see. Figure 3-12).
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Figure 3-12. Aircraft-Referenced PPI Format: Quickened'I Symbol Movement Axes

IIThe static representation in Figure 3-11 depicts a situation near the point of

0 Range to the desired hover point is 8552 feet (numeric readout
on BDHI)

1 * Aircraft heading is approximately 350 degrees (heading dial on
BDHI)

- Relative bearing to hover point is approximately 5 degrees
(radius line on BDHI)

* Aircraft is descending at approximately 200 ftlmi• (rate-of-

climb dial)

i Aircraft altitude is 850 feet (altitude tape to left of PPI)

* Ground speed is 70 knots (dial to right of PPD

* Aircraft is pitched dcwn and rolled left approximnately 4 degrees
and -0 degrees, respectively (artificial horizon below PPI)

I Aircraft is near lateral alignment with desired flight path. ("Ovn-
ship position" symbol on PPI is approximately aligne%.A with hbe
cornmand approach path)

I I
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0 A ircraft is above desired flight path (cursor immediately to
right of altitude tape indicates command altitude of 810 feet)

* Pilot is being commanded to pitch up and roll right to decelerate
to command ground speed and maintain lateral flight path align-
ment, respectively (quickened tracking symbol on PPI is above
and to left of its landing-site reference point)

c Pilot is being commanded to decrease collective lift input to
descend to command aliitude (altitude-rate cursor to left of
PPJ is above command-altitude cursor)

* Pilot is being commanded a right rudder or antitorque pedal
input to null aircraft slip angle (sideslip indicator bal is to
right of its center reference)

As with the IEVD format, the PPI display format was computed digitally and
displayed on a 19-inch-diagonal CRT. Dimensions of-the primary PPI dis-
play were 7 by 7 inches.

DISPL-AY-QUICKENLNC SELECTION AND DEYSCRIPTION

In addificn to the basic information parameters displayed on each format, a
requirement for the display of quickened or derivative information to the -ilot
%as determnined (Ref. 1). This requirement-was based on results of vehicle.
stability analyses performed, and the definition of-approach profiles to be
flown.

-omplexity of the lateral and longitudinal contro task was reduced by-the--dis-
play of quickened information consisting of thbe-simn of position-derivative
terms with appropriate weighting coefficients. Quick ms were com-
bined to driver a single tracking symbol on each.oLf:tl porliary_ displays. The7
displaced position of the quickened symboI froats-mnm trackingrefer-
ence was calculated by -&e following equations:

At a range greatez-d= .501Neetfrom hover polnt

Y a

and at a range of Ies.- than 50 feet from ht-er' point
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AW F

i XQ KX C[B -XC)+ K XB+ K 0

K y -K(YB Y )+ KV YB + Ký

where

XQ! 70 pitch- and roll-axis components of distance, on display,
of quicketed symbol from it commanded position

Si K.,.Ky = longitudinal, and lateral position-error coefficients

SI=gifadinal and lateral velocity coefficients

K ,K = Ditch- and roll-attitude coefficients

X -Y-3 bdy-axis lbngitudinal and lateral positions

XcJYc ,annnaded 0git(r•-inal and lateral positions

' X• imertial-axts lon.gtudinal and lateral positions

bod-y-a 3wo5itud•,al ýgad lateral velocities

ZC -- aned= forward waocity

I X•:I. Y1  tn-a•s-a lokrgdinal and lateral velocities

0 d alifzde (higl•b•ossed with 5-second time constant
Srow-nr- change of pift.h t~rirn with velocity

0-

I During the ia -tm -approach •iases, and to a range of 50 feet from
the hover -point; an Pcf, (f.Tbosure towairld the landing site was commanded (kC).

i As can be notedab;;- fbrm, of the pitch-axis quickening equation was then
changed, as the azafrqaioached to within 50 feet of the hover point, to
command a positio ."K),=rather than a closure rate.

4 Also at a range -of ' feet the reference axes for the equations were changed
from an inertial-axis; (landing-site) reference frame to a body-axis (aircraft)
reference frame. This distinction is shown in F'igures 3-13 and 3-14. During

I the approach phases (,Figure 3-13),rull of a specific approach path was corn-
manded. After the aircraft had penetrated to within 50 feet of the hover point
(Figure 3-14), aircraft velocity was assumed to be at or near zero, and a
minimum-distance translation directly toward the hover point was commanded.f independent of aircraft heading or direction of position error.
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HOVER POINT

4-.---50 FT

COMMAND/APPROACH
•"PATH

AIRCRAAFT ,, Y ERTIAL-AXIS POSITIONSMEASUREMENTS

0--b-. NOMINALCOMMAND

FLIGHT PATH

Figure 3-13. Inertial Reference Axes

YB

.4 XJ

I KB, YB) SODY1 AXIS POSITIONMEASUREMENTS

Ib--go. NOMINALCOMMAND
FLIGHTr-PATH

Figure 3-14. Body R eference A&xes
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ITwo sets of lateral and longitudinal quickening-term coefficients were tested
in the Task H study. Quickening gains weee introduced as an experimental
variable in this study to evaluate the interactive effects of quickening gain

S~with varying levels of noise introduced into the nominal approach-aid system
assumed. As indicated in the discussion of simulated system-noise charac-
teristics which follows this subsection, porsition and translational-velocity
quickening terms were computed from sensed bearing, elevation and range

I information, and' were therefore sensitive to noise characteristics of these
signals.

One set of coefficients evaluated was identical to those used in the initial study
phase of the SAA program (Ref. 1). These "high-gain" coefficients, listed
below, were previously found to yield stable and precise pilot-control perform-
ance under conditions of no system noise.

e High-gain coefficients

I XV.-5
3 I-

Pitch axis Roll axis

I K = 0..0-44 Ky = 0. 0022 in. /ft

S= 0.044, K -= 0.-044 in. /1Wsec

-K 0 = 132 K 0. 059 in- deg
00

UH-1-

Pitch -axis RoIl, axis

KX = . o0044 W = -..0022 in./ft

_: -= 0.,044 4 = 0. 044- n. /ft/sec

K 0. 092 K- 0. 039 i-r..IdegK0 K

Coefficients listed are interpreted as, for-exa.nplA. F = 0. 0044 inch of
quickened-syrmbol displacement on the display per foot of longitudinal position

The set of "low-gatn" coefficients listed below constituted a second level of
the quickening-gain variable evaluated. Based on previzninary simulations,
these coefficients were selected as approximate minimum values for the
reduction of effects of system noise without significantl-,v degrading overall
piloting perforimance on the approach and landing task simulated.

1
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. Low-gain coefficients

XV-5

Pitch axis Roll axis

KX = 0.0022 Ky = 0.0011in./ft

KX = 0. 022 Ki = 0. 022 in. /ft/sec .

K = 0.066 K0 = 0.030in./deg

UH- 1

Pitch axis Roll axis

KX = 0.0022 Ky = 0.0011in./ft

= = 0. 022 K-i = 0. 022 ft. /ft/sec

K0 = 0.092 K = 0.039 in. /deg

It may be noted that, with two exceptions (K 0 and K o for the UH-1 vehicle),5
these coefficients are one-half the values of high-gain coefficients. However,
all position and translational-velocity terms, or all terms sensitive to approach-
system noise, were reduced to one-half the high-gain values.

APPROACH-GUIDANCE-SYSTEM NOISE CHARACTERISTICS

SIMULATED

Calculation Model

As previously indicated, one of the primary objectives of the Task H study was
to evaluate the effects of approach-guidance-system noise on performance of
the IFR steep-angle approach task. However, since the objective was not to
investigate characteristics of any one specific guidance system, a generalized
model was defined for simulation which was conceptually similar to a number
of guidance systems currently under development. The concept assumed, -

shown in simplified form in Figure 3-15, was a cooperative system consisting
of both ground and airborne components combined to serve three basic func-
tions listed in Section 11 of this report: (1) generation of a landing reference;
(2) measurement of position relative to this reference; and (3) choice of
approach path. This concept as developed for simulation purposes did not
consider the actual technique of measurement, but did assume the availability
of sensed signals representing aircraft slant range, bearing and elevation
with respect to a desired ground station.
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The calculation model for generating these signals in the Task H study was
based on an existing digital-computer model from Reference 1 in which air-
craft position in space was defined in inertial- or landing-site-referenced
coordinates. "Perfect" range (R), bearing (B), and elevation (E) signals-
describing own-ship position were calculated from

_X 50ft '
G tan y "

xT I xI+xG

• - 112

R (XT 2 + YI Z"12 + i2

B =tan-' (IXT

E sin"I ZI tt

T + yZ+ Z12

where XI, Y1 and ZI are "perfect" inertial-position components -referenced to
the desired landing site (see Figure 1- 16).

Measurement-noise characteristics of the assumed system were simulated by
adding independent random-noise components of Gaussian distribution and
zero mean* to each of these signals to yield: --

= R+n-

En =E+nE I

with nR, nB and nE indicating noise components of range, bearing and eleva-
tion, respectively. ii

*Bias or static-accuracy characteristics were not simulated since these com-
ponents of signal inaccuracy may be accounted for by adding them to position

Serrors resulting from pilot-in -the-loop system performance.
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REOSITAION
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" 22

XG

GOUND LADN
STATION SITE

= XLONGffTUDINAL DISTANCE FROM GROUND STATION TO LANDING SITEtX1, Y1,Z1 LONGITUIiNAML, LATERAL, AND VERTICAL DISTANCES FROM
LANIN SITE TO AIRCRAFTI XT -LONGITUDINAL DISTANCE FROM GROUND STATION TO AIRCRAFT

R,8, E RANGE, BEARING, AND ELEVATION OF AIRCRAFT WRT GROUND STATION

Figure 3-16. Measurement-System Geometry
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Noise -corrupted range and angular measurements were then transformed back
to inertial-position coordinates, as follows, to be filtered for use in driving.
the required display-quickening elements:

X =Rn cos E cosflX

Y1 Rn cosEn sinB
L

Z =Rn sin En

where Xn, Yn and Zn are the resulting noise-corrupted inertial components
of longitudinal, lateral and vertical position. A block diagram of-the calcu-lation model for this measurement system, coordinate transformation and j _

filter simulation is shown in Figure 3-17.

For the measurement-noise amplitudes considered, the above equations for
Xn, Yn and Zn may be written as follows: i.

An = -RcosEsinBBn -RsinEcosBAEn +cosEcosBAR,

Yn = RcosEcosBAB_,-RsinEsinBAEn+cosEsinB ARn

&Zn = RcosE En +ssinEEAR t

since AXn is distributed around a zero mean, the variance (J2) of X may be
expressed as

E[AX 23 =Y 2
n

where E 3 ) denotes an expected value. The variance in longitudinal-position
measurement due to noise is then

2 2
= E[(-R cos E sinBABn - R sinEcos BAEn+ cos Ecos BARn123

Xn n n

Since the noise components nR, nB, and nE are uncorrelated in this sinula-
tion model, the expected values o cross products in the above equation are
zero, and the equation reduces to

I2X 2 c'2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2[R= ERcosEsin BAN +R sin Ecos 2 B AE +cos 2 EcOsBAR3
n

R22EiZ ~ s2 ,-9Ec 2 a +cos 2 Ecos2 Ba .R2Cos2 E sin2 B aB + 12sn2Ecs B B o2 o2L

n En Rn
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Similarly, variance components in lateral and vertical position measurement
due to noise may be expressed as

2 2 2 2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2[ia cos Ecos2B B + R sin Esin2 BaE +cos Esin BaR Li]
2 2 2 2Z =R cos2E aE + sin2E 2R

Zn PIn

From the above equations it may be- noted that the variances in position mea-
surements are ccmbinations of variance components due to noise in range,L-
bearing and elevation measurements. However, because of the measurement-
system geometry previously described, variances in Xnt, Yn and Zn are
influenced predominantly by variances in Rn, Bn and En sigials, respectively.

Noise Levels Simulated E

Minimum performance values tentatively recommended by the Radio Technical
Commission for Aeronautics (RTCA) Special Committee 117* for noise levels
on approach-system bearing and elevation signals were used as a basis for
selecting no-ise levels to be simulated in the Task II study. Maximum noise
specified by the RTCA for these signals (Ref. 29) is approximately 0. 035
degree (one standard deviation), with noise being defined to include spatial,
temporal and resolution perturbations. Less specific information was avail-
able which could serve as a basisfori selecting noise amplitudes associated A.
with sensed range signals. Mininhmiu performance values for ranging accuracyrecommended by the RTCA suggest noise levels "compatible with a tolerablerange-rate error; e. g. -- 10 ftl'sec" (Ref. 29).

r£

* The selection of specific noise levels on bearing, range and elevation signals L
to be evaluated in the present study was based on preliminary simulations
where noise amplitudes were varied .in conjunction with the variation of signal-
filter response characteristics. Discussion of the signal-filtering variable I
appears in the following subsection. Rosults of these- preliminary simulations L
indicated that one-standard-deviation noise level of up to 0. 070 degree on
bearing and elevation signals and 2. 0 feet on range would yield sufficient per-formance degradatioti with minimum signal filtering to allow evaluation of theeffects of system noise on piloting performance. Specific noise levels for

formal evaluation were selected to represent equal intervals within these ranges
I

-I'This committee is composed of expert operational and technical representa-
tives from both government and industry. Its objective is to develop a pre-
cision guidance-system concept for approach and landing and an associated L
signal structure. (Ref. 28).
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(see Table 3-3), with a "no-measurement-noise" condition being included to
allow evaluation of the filter-response variable independent of the noise
variable.

Table 3-3. Measurement-Noise Levels Evaluated

Standard Deviation of Noise
Noise Level c _. ..g.aBn(deg) .. OEn (deg) a R (ft)

No Measurement Noise 0. 0 0.0 0.0

Intermediate Measurement 0.035 0.035 1.0
Noise

High Measurement Noise 0.070 0.070 2.0

4 APPROACH-GUIDANCE-SYSTEM FILTER CHARACTERISTICS

SIMULATED

Filter Model

In addition to the investigation of effects of system measurement noise, a
second-primary objective of the TaskUSAA study was to evaluate the effects
on piloting--erformance of degradedtiransient-response characteristics of
filters used for the reduction of measuLrement-system noise. In the design
of signal-filters, some compromise is always necessary between the extent
of noise filtering allowable and response lags resulting due to the filtering
process. The combined evaluation of noise and filter-response variables in A
"this study allowed investigation of the interactive effects of these variables
as they relate to the steep-approach task.

The guidaace system defined for simulation purposes assumed availability
of sensed slant-range, bearing and evaluation signals to be transformed and
filtered for the generation of aircraft position and velocity relative to a
desired landing site. These information parameters were required to drive
quickened and other command symbols on the two display formats being
evaluated.

Of the numberous digital filter (e. g., Kalman, a - 3, least-squares) and
"analog-filter techniques available, the digital a - 0 filter was selected for
simulation. The mathematical representation for this filter (Ref. 30) is

-I 3-31
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k+I~ k_

Xkl= (l-a)Xk+(11-a)T2Ck + aXn- -

k+1 - k -,k T n

where

T sampling period (sec)

Xn= measured raw position at time = (k+ 1)T MI
74

X.k = estimated position at time = kT -

kk = estimated velocity at time = kT

a, 0 = filter weighting coefficients

It may be noted that the a - 9 filter outputs include both- estimated (filtered)
position and velocity terms. Based on analyticalfres6iult- btained iný -
Reference 30, the coefficient 0 was defined as

= 2

to yield the best compromise in simultaneous estimation of position and velocity
with filter outputs being slightly under-damped for all valuesof a. The above
referenced analysis did-nOt specify an optimum value for a since the selec-
tion of a value for this coefficient wouldbe a function of the relative importance
of good noise smoothing (low a) and good transient respon., (high a).

A filter model as described above was simulated for each of the three
position-coordinate signals as shown in Figure 3-17. Outputs of these filters
served as inputs to the previously described display-quickened-symbol and
altitude-command-symbol driving equations.

Filter Characteristics

Noise-smoothing characteristics of the fiter simulated are described in
subsequent paragraphs in terms of two ratios: -I

,0 - steady-state standard deviation of position outputRX ==standard deviation of position input
n

L
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I and
.• steady-state standard deviation of velocity output

Inlterms-X-- -x standard deviation of position input

I bters of thefilter coefficients a ana j, and the filter update rate (l/T),-"these -equations are expressed as .

I + 3

and

XT2

Effects of signal lag due to filtering were evaluated in the present study by
I varying the coefficient a (and consequently 3) while holding T constant. The

coefficient 0 was defined as above, while T, the filter sampling period, was
set at-the hybrid-simulator compute-cycle time of 0. 075 second (l/T= 13. 3Hz).

I The functional relationships between a and filter-output characteristics RX,
R*, LAGX and LAG% (response tirnca to 90 percent of steady-state value)
are shown in Figures 3-18 and 3-19 for T = 0. 075 second. Interpretation of

I these figures is aided by noting that for a = 0. 0, RX = Rt = 0. 0 (no signal
output from filter). For a = 1. 0, LAGX = LAG = 0. 0, RX = 1.0 and R-K is
a pure differentiation of the raw-position measurements.

The effect of varying T in these filter equations is shown by example in
Figures 3-20 and 3-21. Although T was held constant in the Task H study,
it may be observed in Figure 3-20 that it would be beneficial for purposes of
noise reductipn to have a higher system data rate. As an example, for a
given lag on A (e. g., LAG * =-l. 0 sec) a data rate of lI/T = 13. 3Hz yields a
ratio (Ri) of approximately J Io = 0. 75. For the same LAGk (obtainable
by selefion of a different a), an increase in data rate to 100Hz would yield
a-reduction in R* to approximately crlIyX = 0.27. Thus if a given system
were capable of urnishing a higher (or lower) data rate than that simulated
here, comparably higher (or lower) noise levels than those shown in Table 3-3
could be accepted with the same filter model. The effect of holding the
coefficient a constant over differing data rates is shown in Figure 3-21 for
a = 0. 25. For this a, LAG* increases abruptly below data rates of approxi-
mately 10Hz.

Selection of specific levels of a to be evaluated was based on preliminary
I simulations in which the approach-and-landing-mission segment was flown

using a range of a coefficients under conditions of no measurement noise.
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Results of vatrying a simultaneously in the three simulated filters (with
inputs Xn, Yr, and Zn as shown in Figure 3-17) yielded an indicated working
range of 0. 15< a < .50 for both vehicles tested. Increased signal lags
associated with a = 0. 15 resulted in clearly degraded piloting performance

S~while task difficulty associated with a =- 0. 50 was not perceptibly dirfe•re-n
i ~from that resulting in a baseline condition with no signal lags s initletced.

Specific values of the filter coefficient a selected for formal evaluiation are
shown in Table 3-4. Also indicated are the corresponding values of 1?X. !Hk,
I AGý% and LAGg resulting for each cr with T = 0. 075 second.

Table 3-4. Filtering Characteristics• for Values of a -Selected

SRX Rjý (seec-1) LAG,\ (see) LAtG (sec)

0. 15 0. 34 0. 31 0. 63 1. 75

S0. 25 0. 44 0. 72 0. 34 0. 83

0. 50 0. 64 2.64 0. 16 0. 37

*(RX -Ry -Rz, Rk -- j Rj, etc.

I In terms- of the range, bearing and elevation measurecnent-noise levels

selected (Table 3-3), these values of a resulted in filtered position- and
I rate-output-noise standard deviations shown in Table 3-5. Filter-output

noise levels are shown in angular units where necessary since noise as
S~transformed to X, Y, Z coordinates would increase linearly as a function of
SM range from the ground station.

At increased ranges the velocity estimates X, Y and Z were found to generate
intolerably high noise arapiitudes when scaled through the display gains

i • required for quickened- and altitude-command-symbol driving equations.
For example, at a point on the command flight path 2 nautical miles from the
assumed guidance-signal source, a noise component UBn =0. 07 degree is

I approximately equal to

12, 160 ft•
'Y'cot 0. 07 deg` 5fe

An

3
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I - With a 0. 50 and Rj 2.64, the resulting lateral-velocity noise component

Iae2. 6 4 c ivn 39. 6 ft/sec

appers s anoise level on the lateral quickening axis (YQ) with an amplitude of

cryQ •K (a) 0.044 1 * (39.6 ft/sec) = 1.74 inch

Q ftrs-ec

wI here ary is the standard deviation in inches of lateral-axis display-

quickenine noise*. This problem was resolved by displacement rate limiting

the quickened-symbol and altitude-command-symbol driving equations as

t I shown, by example, in Figure 3-22. Results of preliminary simulation flights

indicated that limiting rates of displacement of these symbols on the display

to 1.0 in. I sec would yield a sufficient reduction in high display-noise levels

I jto allow initiation of the simulated approach task at ranges of approximately
2 nautical miles. Under conditions of no measurement noise this limiter
model did not effect symbol-motion dynamics.

Actual noise levels on the quickened-symabol lateral axis resulting from use

of this limiter are shown in Figures 3-23 through 3-25 for the various com-

binations of a, 00n and Kk 5studied. Since the altitude-command-symbol.I gain (Kj) was approximately the same as the "high-gaino alternative on .Ky

( K' - 0 05 in. /ft/ sec=and K 0. 044 in. lft/ sec) and noise on uj
was'pre~fomantly due to E, disp;y-noise levels resulting n itude-

: 1 command symbol were similar to those shown in Figures 3-24 and 3-25.

Noise plitudes resulting on the longitudinal display-quickening axis (OXQ)

were approximately constant as a function of range for a given a and ORn
because of the predominant contribution of R in feet to CrxQ (see
T able 3-6).

It may be observed in Figures 3-23 through 3-25 that the extent of nonlinearity

I in O'0 as a function of range varies witha and the limiter input-noise ampli-

tude a$proximated by Ki (0•). Foa a = 0. 15, the sample-to-sample auto-

correlation ofIY
< '(t) (t+'r)> himG 2T f-T Y Ytrd

is sufficiently high to preclude any significant effect of symbol rate limiting.

Conversely, with a = 0. 50, filter-output autocorrelation in I is appreciably
reduced, allowing the limiter to have a more significant effect on QYQ as
range increases.

*The contribution of aj to Gy0 is not significant. For .Yry= 15 ft and

a = 0.50, 0•= 9.6 ft and Ky T40)= 0. 0022in. Ift (9.6ft) .021 in.
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Figure 3-23. Noise on Lateral-Axis Quickening as a Function
of Range i
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Table 3-6. Approximate Longitudinal Display-Quickening-Axis

Noise Levels for ORn = 1.0 and 2.0 Feet

n nSaan "a~ ft (fs K n. infps) [ XQ (in) I
1.0 2.64 0.022 0.051

0.15 1.0 2.64 0.044 0.079 1
2.0 5.28 0.022 0.079

2.0 5.28 0.044 0.107

1.0 0.72 0.022 0.016

1.0 0.72 0.044 0.032 1
2.0 1.44 0.022 0.032 {
2.0 1.44 0.044 0.063

-1.0 0.31 0.022 0.007 1
01.0 0.31 0.044 0.0140. 50

2.0 0.62 0.022 0.014

-2.0 0.62 0.04 0.027 F

Spectral and distribution characteristics of measurement noise simulated
for the Task U study are shown in Appendix B. The following general
statements summarize these characteristics:

0 The autocorrelation of filtered position and rate signals
increases with decreasing a (see Figures BI and B2)

0 If, hypothetically, the limiter model were used with a
filter coefficient of a = 1.0, for high noise levels (e. g.,
cyn = 15 ft), high-frequency noise components would

abe nttenuated while those below approximately 0. 2 Hz
would be amplified (see Figure B3). U

* For a = 0. 50 and cy, = 15 feet, the rate-limiter model
yields a relatively high attenuation of high-frequency
measurement-noise components, and some amplification L
of noise components below 0. 2 Hz (see Figure B4)
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~ For cry = 15 feet and as a decreases, the limiter has
relativey less effect on the spectral content of noise

* on the display (see Figures B5 and B6).

0 As V. decreases and fewer measurement noise samples
are lHifited, the effects of a becomes more predominant in
determining displayed-noise characteristics (see
Figures B7 through BI0).

* S The Gaussian-amplitude-distribution characteristics of
simulated measurement noise (Figure BEl) are not
appreciably affected by the a - • filter model (Figures B12I and B13) or the display-symbol rate-limiter model (Figure B14).

I
"5

I
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SECTION IV

PRELIMINARY SIMULATION - TASK III
OBJECTIVES

The primary objectives of the preliminary-simulation phase of the study
were:

"" The refinement of simulation procedures and techniques to be
used in the formal-simulation phase of the study

"" The empirical evaluation, selection and verification of specific
levels of noise, filter and quickening-gain variables to be in-
cluded in the formal-simulation study phase

"* The familiarization and training of subjects on selected experi-mental-variable combinations to be evaluated in the formal-
simulation phase

PROCEDURAL REFINEMENT

A number of standardized procedures were established to minimize both

time and potential experimenter error normally associated with conducting
a complex simulation study.

I Analog-computer potentiometer settings for each vehicle simulation were
recorded on paper punch tape to be used for automatically setting coefficients
required in the analog portions of the simulations. Digital programs were
transferred from cards to magnetic tape to avoid program input errors duringset up.

Frequently changing parameters associated with replication, subject, quick-

ening, approach-angle, filter and noise variables were coded in the form of
a seven-digit identification (ID) number. A desired combination of experi-
mental treatment levels could be introduced by the experimenter by input of
an appropriate ID number on the simulator console typewriter. This number
was automatically recorded on all digitally computed performance-summary
listings for later verification of test conditions.

I1 4-1
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PRELIMINARY SYSTEM EVALUATION

During preliminary simulations, three Honeywell engineering perconnel
served as pilot/ subjects for the final determination of system parr'meters
which would remain constant in the formal-simulation phase. Test condi-
tions selected were then verified during initil practice .sessions with the
military pilots who would be serving as subjects for the duration of the
preliminary and formal experimentation. Levels of quickening-gain", filter
and noise variables previously described in Section Hi were selected at this
time.

PILOT FAMILIARIZATION AND TRAINING

Military pilots who would be serving as subjects during the formal simulation
phase were trained under the various experimental conditions prior to initia-
tion of formal-data collection. Each pilot received a minimum of two
"completed" practice flights on selected treatment combinations to be
evaluated (a flight was considered "completed" if control of the aircraft was
maintained through all phases of the approach and landing mission). Formal-
data-collection flights immediately followed the completion of practice .
sessions with the respective vehicles.

Pilot training sessions were begun using the UH-I vehicle simulation, with
task familiarization being conducted in two phases. Initially each of four
pilots received a series of 16 practice flights consisting of two replications
on treatment conditions resulting from the factorial combination of the fol-
lowing variable levels:

* Quickening gains (two levels, as defined in Section III)

* Approach angles (two levels)

* Display formats (two levels)

0 Measurement noise (one level - no measurement noise)

• Filter lag (one level - minimum lag. i.e., 0. 5)

A second and more extensive training phase was then conducted in which two
replications were given on each of the 24 treatment conditions resulting I2
from a factorial combination of the following variable levels: -

* Quickening gains (two levels)

* Approach angles (two levels)

* Display formats (two levels)
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0 Measurement noise (one level - maximum noise level)

1 * Filter lag (three levels)

The resulting two-phase training series of 64 practice flights per pilot con-
sisted of practice on all conditions to be treated during formal experimenta-I| tion with the exception of the intermediate level of simulated measurement

I noise.

3 Measures selected as summary indicators of pilot skill acquisition during
SItraining were:

0 Total time to complete the simulated approach and landing

0 Root-mean-square (RMS) lateral and vertical flight-path
errors during the 'final-approach" phase

I 0 RMS longitudinal and lateral positions errors during the
"descent-from-hover" phase

I1 Practice data resulting for each of these summary measures are shown in
Figures 4-1 through 4-5. Data shown are averaged in consecutive blocks of

i trials, with each block containing data from two flights per pilot to yield
eight flights per block. Nominal or average performance indicated for each
block is represented by the median value of data for each set of eight flights
while performance variabilities aroutid each median are indicated by 19th
and 81st percentile points. These specific percentile points were selected
as indicators of training performance variability to facilitate data reduction
while training was in progress (i. e., the 19th- and 81st-percentile points

I from each set of eight flights defines a range of performance not including
the highest or the lowest scores).

It may be observed in these figures that, in terms of the performance mea-
sures indicated, piloting performance with practice during the initial trainingphase (first eight trial blocks) did not improve appreciably. This is attribu-table to two predominant factors: (1) three of the four pilots being trained

I had served as test subjects in a previous study phase (Ref. 1), and (2) the
summary performance data presented do not reflect the relatively high fre-
quency of vehicle control losses resulting during initial stages of practice.
In the latter portion of this practiced sequence, sufficient piloting skill had
been acquired to allow nearly consistent completion of the simulated approach
and landing task.

A general decrease in position-error and total-time scores is apparent in the
second and more difficult practice phase. In a majority of instances, errors
appear to be approaching an asymptotic performance level in that final
block-to-block variabilities do not reflect large or consistent downward
trends.
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A similar familiarization and training sequence was given to the four pilots .
who would be serving as test subjects using the XV-5 vehicle simulation.
Based on results of the above-described U11-I1 training sequence and the (
initial XV-5 training phase, the second XV-5 trainin""g phase was reduced inscope by omitting the intermediate level of filter lag (a = 0. 25) from the
scheduled training sequence to yield a total of 48 practice flights per pilots

on this vehicle.

Training performance data for the XV-5 vehicle are shown in Figures 4-6
through 4- 0. Resulting performance levels dur traing seqeing indicate noI

consistent trend towa e.th improved performance with continued practice.

Although three of the four pilots serving as test subjects with this vehicle
had previously completed the formal-data-collection phase on the UH-h
vehicle, the fourth pilot having no previous experience with either aircraft
simulation was able to consistently complete the approach and landing task
using the Xr-5 after approximately five attempts h i g 4

In summary, of primary importance is the fact tiat ac pilots who served
in the formal-simulation study phase were faoil.arized during training with

all relevant task characteristics to be evaluated experimentally.
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SECTION V
FORMAL SIMULATION - TASK I

The objectives of the formal simulation phase of the Task 1I study were toconduct a systematic simulation and evaluation of measurement-system
noise and filtering characteristics, and the interactive effects of these vari-ables on selected levels of other relevant system and task variables including1 approach angle, display format and display-quickening gain. Descriptions ofthe task characteristics simulated, the independent and dependent variablesevaluated, and the experimental plan followed in conducting the formal evalua-tion are given below. Results obtained from these simulations are presented
in Section VI.

SIMULATED APPROACH AND LANDING MISSION
The simulated approach and landing mission segment consisted of four "active"
or time-consuming phases:

* Initial-Approach Phase: The initial condition for each flight was
a point in space, the position of which was defined (for a given-.• J approach angle) to be to the left of the command approach path,
and (3) at a range which would require approximately 60 secondsof flight time prior to glideslope intercept. At this initial point.the aircraft was programmed to be flying at 71 knots groundspeed, and on a course parallel to the command approach path.Nulling of the initial lateral error and a reduction in ground speedfrom 71 knots to the commanded velocity for the final-approachphase (see Section MI) was required.

0 Final-Approach Phase: The final-approach phase was begun ata range computed suchM that time spent on the final approachwould be 90 seconds if the final approach was flown exactly ascommanded. This phase was terminated when the criteria
defining initiation of the hover phase were met.

* Hover Phase: The hover phase was programmed to last for20 seconds once begun. Criteria which were required to besimultaneously met before this timing interval was begunwere a horizontal position error of less than 50 feet, an alti-
tude error of less than 20 feet, and translational rates of lessthan 10 ft/sec. During the hover interval, a position was com-manded at an altitude of 50 feet directly above the landing site.

5I
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0 Descent Phase: At the end of the 20-sec hover interval, a
descent to the landing site was commanded, independent of
the vehicle's positiun errors at that time. Pilots were in-
structed to minimize position, horizontal-rate, and attitude
errors prior to ground contact, but to avoid using excessive
time in doing so.

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

The following independent variables were incorporated into the formal-simula-
tion phase of the study:

0 Subjects: Five helicopter-rated pilots served as subjectae
for formal-data collection. One of the four pilots utilized L,
in data collection with the UH-1 was transferred, neces-
sitating the substitution and training of a fifth pilot for data
collection with the XV-5 vehicle. All pilots were currently
serving, or had previously served, on active-duty status,
and each had between 2000 and 5000 hours flying time in ,
various rotary-wing aircraft including the UH-1. All pilots
held instrument ratings.

* Vehicles: Two simulated vehicles, the UH-1 and XV-5, were j
used. Practice and formal-data collection sessions were
completed with the UH-1 simulation prior to the beginning of
simulation flights with the XV-5 vehicle.

Display Formats: Two display formats were evaluated. Each
of theseformats, described previously, included either a7
primary horizontal-situtation (PPI-AR) or vertical-situation
(IEVD) display supplemented with peripherally located con- I
ventional instrumentation.

0 Approach Angles: Two alternative approach angles (6 and 15
deg) were simulated for evaluation.

0 Quickenin Gains: Two sets of VuickeninK coefficients, norni-
nally defined as high gain" and 'low gain were evaluated
(see Section III).

* Measurement-System Noise: Three levels of simulated measure-
ment system noise, nominally defined as "1no noise", "inter-,, ,

mediate noise" and "high noise" were evaluated (see Section II).

* Filter Lays: Three levels of signal filtering, previously defined
in terms o the filter coefficient &, were evaluated.
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DEPENDENT VARIABLES

The following performance measures were recorded during appropriate phases
of the simulated task and served as a basis for interpreting pilot performance
as a function of the treatment conditions described above:

- • Vertical and Lateral Fliaht -Path Deviations: Root-mean-3i square (RMS) errors were recorded for vertical (RMSZ)
and lateral (RMSy) deviations from the command flight
path during the final-approach phase, with only RMSZ
being recorded during the initial approach. Also, instan-
taneous vertical and lateral errors (E and E ) were re-
corded along the flight path at 250-foo-interva-s.e

* • Position Errors During Hover and Descent: Position-
error measures recorded for the hover phase were RMSX
(longitudinal position), RMSy and RMSZ errors, with
RMSX and RMSy also being recorded during descent from
hover.

* Terminal Position Errors, Rates and Attitudes: Aircraft
position with respect to the command ^ouchdown point (EX
and Ey), translational rates (XB, Y md Z), and attitudes
(0 and 0) were measured at Z = 0.0 et. Also, since it was
of interest to determine the accurac3 with which the command
approach path could be terminated at ground contact rather
than hover at Z = 50 feet, these terminal data were also re-
corded at the instant that the aircraft reached Z = 50 feet
during either the final-approach or hover phase, and again at
the end of the hover phase itself prior to vertical descent to
touchdown.

• Time: Times required to complete the initial-approach, final-
approach and descent phases were recorded. The hover phase
~ I was programmed to be a constant 20 seconds.

• Activit-y Indices: Measures of pilot control-input activity for the
pitch and roll center stick and collective (lift) stick were com-
puted as RMS rates of the respective control movements. These
activity indices (AI, AI, and AIcol) were scaled in arbitrary
units for each vehicle simulation, and served as a basis for
making inferences concerning the relative effects of experimental
treatments upon pilot "workload" or task difficulty.

1 0 Control Losses: Flights during which loss of vehicle control
Resulted were terminated by the experimenter or terminated
automatically by ground contact. When a control loss resulted,
the existing experimental conditions were recorded by the ex-
perimenter, and the flight was repeated.

Ii 5-3
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A summary of dependent variables measured or computed, and the mission
phases during which they were recorded, is given in Table 5-1.. Specific
measures were relevant for only certain mission phases. For example, RMSX -

was computed only during hover and descent phases since a longitudinal
position was not commanded until the hover phase was reached. Similarly,
RMSy was not meaningful during the initial-approach phase because of the
initial lateral position error of 500 feet from which the simulated mission was
begun.t

EXPERIMENTAL PLAN I

A plan of independent-variable combinations for the Task II study formal-
simulation phase is simmarized in Figure 5-1. This plan included a full-
factorial combination of two display formats (D). two approach angles (A),
two quickening-gain levels (Q), three measurement-noise levels (N) and
three levels of filter lag (F) for each aircraft. Combined across aircraft,
the total matrix set consisted of 144 experimental cells. Each pilot was re-quired to complete four rcplicaticns (fights) per cell resulting in a total of

2304 simulated flights to be scheduled for forr-al data collection.

Characteri:.3 ics of the simulation held constant for the duration of the formal L
experiment included:

* Aircraft stability-augma.tation systems (see Appendix A) L
* System information update rate (13.3 Hz) •.

* Display gains and scale factors (with the exception of
display-quickening gains and PPI-format scale changes
tioted in Section III).

* Turbulence level (see Appendix A)

SIMULATION SCHEDULE

A simulation schedule was deve' ped which would counterbalance order effects I
of the various experimental variables to the maximum extent possible, but
would minimize problems associated with transfer between test conditions,
In developing this schedule variables were first ranked in order of anticipated
sensitivity to transfer due to alternative of variable levels. This ranking,
given below, was used as a basis for determining the frequency with which
levels of each variable would be alternated in the schedule defined for data "
collection with each vehicle.

L5
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Table 5-1. Summary of Depeoden,-V aable Measurement
____ orCompuain Tria aaRc tI Descent Comm. Hover Endf• Gnd. Contact

Variable Initial Final H lover Fro% Altitude Hover Phase
ApproachApproac Hover (Z 50 It) ( t

:1 Time _ _ L

RMSy

EX 4 A

' 1 /__ ___

A A

3 ~AIS0

I Key. O--------O Continuous recording or computation
O--- -- 0 Periodic sampling

Instantaneous sampling (terminal data)

VEHICLES (2)I 0=.•. • ;"- '1 0°XV-5 •
GAINS • W / . ,I , GAINS (2) /

I FILTER FILTER
RESPONS RESPONSE
LAGS LAGS

NOISE LEVELS () NOISE LEVELS (3)

* THE ABOVE MATRICES ARE DUPLICATED FOR EACH LEVEL OF THE APPROACH-ANGLE (2)
AND DISPLAY (2) VARIABLES

L THE TOTAL NUMBER OF CELLS IN THE RESULTING MATRIX SET IS 144

* THE USE OF 4 PILOTS WITH 4 FLTS/CELL/PILOT YIELDS A TOTAL OF 2304 FLTS IN A
THIS MATRIX SET 4

Figure 5-1. Experimental Plan for Task i1 Study
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* Display formats - least frequently alternated
0 Quickening gains

* Approach angles

* Filter lags

*• Noise levels - most frequently alternated

For each subject, display format was altered once (for each vehicle) with
presentation order of levels of this variable being counterbalanced between
subjects. Similarly, for each display format, quickening gains were altered
once, with presentation order of levels of this variable being counterbalanced
between displays and between subjects. This process was repeated in a
comparable manner for each of the independent variables listed above. In all
cases the required four replications per cell were completed before proceeding
to the next scheduled cell.

The data-collection schedule as developed by this process was repeated for
each vehicle.

DATA ANALYSIS

Performance data resulting from the formal-simulation phase were analyzed,
and are summarized in Section VI. Analyses, including the calculation of
means, medians, standard deviations and analyses of variance were performed
directly from data-output cards with a digital computer.

In the analyses of variance, the subject factor was considered as random, with
with all other factors considered to be fixed effects.
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SECTION VI

STUDY RESULTS - TASK H

Selected results of the analysis of pilot-performance data obtained duringthe Task 11 study formal-simulation phase are discussed in this section.

Graphs of these data are presented in Appendix C. Since a summary pre-
sentation of all rcsults obtained in graphical form would be prohibitive be-

n cause of their volume, only selected samples judged to be of primary rele-
vance in interpreting effects of the experimental variables under study are
presented.

Performance results from each simulated vehicle are dibcussed separately

below, with a further classification of study results intG the following general
categories:

~I * Results of analyses of variance performed on dependent
variables having values not distributed ,rotind zero (e. g.,
time and RMS errors)

0 Lateral and vertical glide-path errors recorded at 250-foot
intervals during the final-approach phase

* Summary results of terminal-data dependent variables having
values distributed around zero (e. g., IB and 0 at ground
contact)

Reference to independent variables and their associated levels in this report
section and in figures appearing in Appendix C is simplified by use of the
following code:

0 Display formats (D)

S3 D1 : PPI-AR format

i D)2: IEVD format

* Approach angles (A)

A 1 : 6-degree glideslope

A 2 : 15-degree glideslope

I * Quickening gains (Q)

Q1 : "high-gain" quickening

I Q2 : "low-gain" quickening
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* Filtering coefficients (F)

Fl: minimum lag and noise reduction

F 2 : intermediate lag and noise reduction

F3: high lag and noise reduction

* Measurement noise (N)

N1: no measurement noise

N2: intermediate measurement noise
2

N 3 : high measurement noise

Also since data are referenced or illustrated as a function of mission phase
(or data sampling point), the following additional coding is used:

* Phase (P)

PI: initial-approach phase

P 2 : final-approach phase

P3: hover phase -

P4: descent (from hover) phase

P5 : terminal data recorded at first contact
with command hover attitude (Z a 50.0 ft)

P6: terminal data recorded at end of hover phase

P 7 : terminal data recorded at ground contact
(Z = 0. oft)

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE RESULTS FOR UH-l VEHICLE

Condensations of analysis-of-variance summary tables indicating confidence
levels for main effects and interactions are shown in Tables 6-1 throngh 6-5.
Those effects found to be statistically significant at confidence levels between L
p < 0.10 and p < 0.005 are indicated.
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Table 6-1. Condensation of Analysis -of -Variance Summary Tables;
Phase 1; UH-1 Aircraft

Dependent Variable

Time RMSZ Al 0  Al¢ AIco1

D 0.100W 0.100 0.100 0.025
A 0.100 0.025 0.100
Q 0.100 0.005 0.100
F 0.100
N 0.005 0.005

DA
DQ 0.100 0.100
AQii DF

S i QF 0.100
DN 0.100 0.005 0.100
AN
QN

FN
DAQ 0.025 0.100
DAF 0.100
DQF
AQFii DAN
DQNAQN
DFN

AFN 0.005
QFN 0.025

DAQF 0.100 0.025
DAQN
DAFN
DQFN

AQFN _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

DAQFN

1P < 0.100
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Table 6-2. Condensation of Analysis-of-Variance Summary Tables;
Phase 2; UH-1 Aircraft

Dependent Variable
Source Time "_RMS ]_ RMSZ ] AI9 AI 0 Alcol

D 0.100*
A 0.100 0.100 0.100
Q 0.100 0.025 0.100
F 0.100
N 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005

DA 0.100
DQ 0.100
AQ
DF 0.100 0.100
AF
QF 0.100
DN
AN 0.025
QN 0.100 0.025 0.025 0.005
FN 0.025 0.005 0.025 0.100

DAQ
DAF
DQF
AQF 0.100
DAN
DQN
AQN
DFN
AFN
QFN --

DAQF 0.100 0.100 0.025
DAQN 0.025DAFN

DQFN
AQFN
DAQFN

P < 0.100
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Table 6-3. Condensation of Analysis-of-Variance Summary Tables;
Phase 3; UH-1 Aircraft

Dependent Variable

Source RMSX RMSyMSMS AI Al¢ AIcol

A11 Q 0.025' 0.100 0.025 0.100 0.100
F
N 0.100 0.025

~I ,iDA.1Q
I AQ 0.025

DF
AF
QF
DN
AN
QN 0.005 0.025
FN 0.025 0.100

DAQ
DAF
DQF
AQF 0. i00

., DAN 0.100
DQN 0.100
AQN 0.100
DFN
"AFN 0.100 0.025
QFxv 0.100

-- DAQF 0.100
DAQN
DAFN 0.100
DQFN 0.100
AQFN

DAQFN

"P < 0. 025
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Table 6-4. Condensation of Analysis-of-Variance Summary Tables;
Phase 4; UH-1 Aircraft

Dependent Variable
Source Time [T RMSX RMSy 1 A1, AI c Alc°

D
A,
Q 0.100 0.100

F
N 0.100

DA
DQ
AQ
DF
AF
QF
DN
AN 0.100
QN 0.100 0.005 0.100
FN 0.100

DAQ
DAF
DQF 0.100
AQF 0.100
DAN
DQN
AQN
DFN 0.100
AFN 0.100
QFN 0.025 0.100

DAQF
DAQN 0.100
DAFN 0.025 0.100
DQFN
AQFN

DAQFN 0.100

_P < 0.100
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Table 6-5. Condensation of Analysis-of-Variance Summary Tables;
Phases 5 and 7; UH-1 Aircraft

Dependent Variable

I Source j

(Phase 5) (Phase 7)ii D 0. 100'
A 0.025

0.100

F
N 0.100 0._100

DA.I DQ
DF 0.100
AF
QFDN

AN
QN 0.100
FN _ _ _ _ _ _

K
I "T DAQ

DAF
DQF

T •AQF
DAN
DQN
AQN

1' DFN
AFN
QFN

DAQF

"II DAQN 0.10DAFN0.0
DQFN
AQFN _ _ _ _ _

~DAQFN __ _ _ _ 0.100

,P < 0. 100

6-7
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Differences Due to Display Format

Differences between the two display formats simulated averaged across
effects of all other independent variables (i. e., the main effect for display
formats) are shown in Figures Cl through C4, Appendix C. Average per-
fbrmance data are plotted in those figures for mission phases for which the
respective dependent-variable measures were computed. Although not con-
sistently supported by statistical significance ("N. S." in figures indicates
"not significant at p < 0.10"), consistent trends in these data suggest a dif-
ference between display formats in the form of a tradeoff between position-
c'ntrol accuracy and pilot control activity. The IEVD format (D2) yielded
up to 8-foot RMS-error reductions compared to the PPI-AR format (Figures
Cl and C2), but at the cost of increased pilot control activity (Figures C3
and C4).

Differences Due to Approach Angle

Examples of the effect on piloting performance of differences in approach
angle are shown in Figures C5 through C8. Lateral and vertical flight-path
errors (RMSy and RMSZ) during the final-approach phase (P2) wert. approx-
imately 9 feet greater for the steeper 15-degree approach angle (A2). Higher
pitch-cyclic and collective control activities which were statistically signifi-
cant for the initial- and final-approach phases (Figures C7 and C8) are at-
tributable to the greater speed reduction required prior to intercept of the
15-degree glideslope, and increased difficulty in altitude control while on
this slope.

Differences Due to Quickening Gain

An interactive effect in the pitch and roll axes between position-control
accuracy and pilot control activity similar to that described above for display
formats also resulted due to differences in display quickening gain simulated
(Figures C9 through C12). RMS position errors averaged between four and
eight feet less for the "high-gain' quickening alternative (Q1) with a compen-
sating increase resulting in pitch- and roll-cyclic control activity for Q1
in all mission phases.

Differences Due to Signal Filtering

Overall effects of the signal-filtering variable on piloting performance are
shown in Figures C13 through C15. Statistically significant main effects
resulted for RMSy and RMSZ errors in phases P 2 and P 1 respectively.
Although not significant statistically, other data presented in these figures
do suggest interpretable trends. For example, in Figure C14, the beneficial
effect of increased filtering during the final-approach phase (P 2 ) is apparent
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in its effect on reduced RMSy errors. During hover and descent from hover
(P 3 and P 4 ), effects of increased filtering are the opposite. Because of the
proximity of the aircraft to the signal source during P3 and P4, noise levels

I are relatively lower than during the approach, and less filtering is required.
Trends reflecting larger RMSy errors in P3 and P 4 with increased filtering
are attributed to greater sensitivity of aircraft control to signal lags in
hovering flight.

Differences Due to Measurement Noise

Tests of the main effect for measurement noise yielded the anticipated
results in that measurement noise had a more appreciable effect during

T phases associated with increased range from the signal source. Figures
C16 and C17 exemplify these findings. Lateral errors (PMSy) during the
final-approach phase increased from 30 feet for the "no-noise" condition
to 54 feet for the "high-noise" condition, while error levels during hoverTwere approximately 30 feet for all levels of noise simulated (Figure C16).
Effects on altitude-control accuracy with increased noise levels followed a
similar pattern as shown in Figure C17. The contributions of measurement-

T noise effects to pitch- and roll-axis control activity are illustrated in Figures
C18 and C19. Effects of measurement noise on pitch-cyclic control activity
(Figure C18) are similar for all mission phases because of the predominant

T" contribution of RN in feet, rather than degrees, to the noise amplitude ap-
_ pearing on pitch-axis quickening (XQ). Increased roll-axis control activity

(Figure C19) due to noise reflects the fact that noise appearing on the lateral-
-. axis quickening (YQ) was influenced primarily by BN. in degrees, resulting

in higher display-noise levels on YQ at increased ranges.

Display-by-Angle (DA) Interaction Results

* The dependent variable RMSZ yielded the only significant DA interaction
Sfrom analyses of variance performed on UTH-1 flight-performance data. As

shown in Figure C20, differences in RMS altitude error as a function of"approach angle were greatest for the IEVD format (02), ranging from 34
feet for the 6-degree angle (A 1 ) to 47 feet for the 15-degree approach angle
during the final-approach phase.

Display-by-Filter (DF) Interaction Results

The significant DF interaction for RIASy during the final-approach phase
(Figure C21) is useful as an aid in interpreting the trend toward differences

I in the main effect for displays previsouly discussed (Figure C2). Differences
between displays in terms of RMSy error during final approach, depicted inI Figure C21, were greatest for the lowest level of signal filtering (FI), and
became negligible as the level of filtering was increased (F 3 ). This interaction

•,• 6-9
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is attributed to a basic difference between the two display formats evaluated.
As quickened-symbol noise levels associated with reduced filtering increased,
pilots placed greater reliance on the use of aircraft-attitude information pre-
sented on the artificial horizon as a cross reference to subjectively "filter"
noise-degraded quickened-symbol commands. Cross referencing in this
manner, more easily accomplished on the IEVD format because of the super-
position of attitude and quickened-command information on the primary IEVD
display, is considered to be the reason for relatively lower RMS errors
yielded with this format under conditions of minimum signal filtering (F 1 ).
Conversely, larger error levels resulting with the PPI-AR display (DI) with
minimum filtering are attributed to more "conservative" pilot control-input
responses to noise-degraded quickening commands because of the lack of
close spatial proximity of displayed-attitude and quickening-command infor-
mation.

Display-by-Noise (DN) Interaction Results

Significant DN interactions were limited to those based on control-activity
data recorded during the initial-approach phase. As exemplified by data for
the roll axis shown in Figure C22, roll-cyclic control activity was highest
for the IEVD format (D2) under "no-measurement-noise" conditions. As
measurement noise was increased, relatively greater increases in control
activity also resulted with this format compared to those associated with
the PPI-AR format.

Quickening-by-Filter (QF) Interaction Results ]
Trends in the QF interaction for pitch-axis control activity measuring during
the final-approach phase (Figure C23) suggest different effects of signal
filtering for each quickening level simulated. For "high-gain" quickening
(Ql), a reduction in control activity corresponds to a reduction in noise due
to increased filtering. Conversely, the effect on control activity with the
"low-gain" quickening level appears to be more directly related to signal
lag caused by increased filtering. However, these interactive effects are
small relative to the main effect due to quickening levels.

Quickening-by-Noise (QN) Interaction Results

Significant QN interactions found in the analysis-of-variance results (Figures
C24 through C28), contribute to interpretation of main-effects data for the
quickening-gain variable previously shown in Figures C9 through C12. Gen-
erally, effects of increased noise on piloting-performance accuracy were
less for the "low-gain" quickening level (Q2). For example, during the
descent from hover phase (P4), RMSX errors averaged 12 feet greater for
Q2 than for Ql. As noise levels were increased this difference was reduced
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SI to approximately 5 feet (Figure C24). Similarly, RMSy errors during the

final-approach phase averaged 13 feet greater for Q2 under conditions of
S~no noise while essentially no difference between Q1 and Q2 resulted underhigh-noise condition N3 (Figure C25). Although altitude -command -symbol

! gains were not changed with levels of quickened symbol gain, an indirect
effect on altitude control during final approach was observed due to thequickening-gain variable (Figure C26). Altitude errors defined as RMSZwere higher with Q1 for all noise levels, with Q1 gains also being rela-

tively more sensitive to increasing noise levels. Qnhese relationships suggest

that the longitudinal/ilateral control task was more demanding with Q1 atShigher noise levels, resulting in some sacrifice of atte-con d-symboltitude

control task. This interpretation is consistent withl data from pitch and rollfcontrol-activity measures shown ina Figures C27 and C28.

qFiltering-by-Noise (FN) Interaction Effects
IData reshigh from this interaction effect withof Qainslal interest since

they represent the effects on piloting performance of the tradeoff between
dighery-noise reduction and signal-lag increase due to filter heg. Average

4 c rttime required to complete the final-approach phase for each filter-and -noise-
level combination is showhown i Figure C29. Nominal time for completion of

S~this phase was 90 seconds if flown exactly as commanded. Rt may be notedas an aid in interpreting these data that differences in time to complete this

phase were due predominantly to additional time required to meet hover cri-
teria at the end of the final approach (i. e.o time differences reflect the ac -
curacy with which the final approach was termidue to in dicated in

T Figure C29, no interpretable differences in final-approach time resulted

-, across filter levels under the no-noise condition N1. Noise levels N2 andN3 did, however, yield an anticipated increment in time required under
minimum -filtering condition Fe (approximately 15 seconds), but resulted
phsin only small increases in time required (up to 3 seconds) for intermediate
tand high filter levels F2 and F3. Figures C30 through C33, depicting sig-
nificant FN interactions for various RMS position-error measures and
approach phases, indicate similar tres ndier conditicn N the effects
of signal lag due to increased filtering are apparent. As measurement
noise is increased, effects of additional signal filtering are beneficial in
"nfterms of reduced RMS position errors. It should again be nuted that these

4" interaction data are useful for more detailed interpretation of main-effects
data previously presented. In Figure C14, for example, the filter main
"effect for P 2 indicates reduced RMSy errors with increased signal filtering.
However, the extent of this error reduction is, as would be expected, a
function of the level of measurement noise (see Figure C31). For display-
noise levels below those associated with N 2 during the final approach, a
level of signal filtering comparable to F 1 may be most appropriate.
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FLIGHTr-PATH-ERRO3 INTERVAL DATA FOR UH-1 VEHICLE

Representative examples of instantaneous vertical and lateral flight-pathl
errors (EZ and Ey) recorded at 250-foot intervals during the final-approach
phase (P 2 ) are shown in Figures C34 through C39 of Appendix C. As plotted,
theses data depict error time histories which silow intervals during approach
where flight-path errors tend to be largest and/or most variable froni flight
to flight. Each point plotted is the median (50th percentile) of 16 samnples
from four simulated flights per pilot. per experimental cell, while variabilities
around each point define the ±34th-percentile range associated with each median.
This specific range was selected to illustrate flight-to-flight data variability
since it approximates plus and minus one standard dev2ation of a normal dis-
tribution.

In interpreting these figures it should be noted that vertical (EZ) and lateral .
(Ey) error scales are considerably expanded beyond the ,caling of range
from the hover point to facilitate reading of error levels. Error sequences
begin with the first sample at 250 feet after slope intercept (right side of
figures). and continue to the last sample recorded near final-approach term-
ination.

Levels of independent variables defning the test conditions associated with
each figure shown are indicated by alphanumeric codes similar to those
previously described. Additional coding of vehicle (V = I and V = 2 denote
UH-1 and XV-5 respectively) and aircraft control-augmentation mode (C)
are also given. Because control-augmentation mode was a variable in the
Task MI study to be discussed later in this report, the identifier "C" was
introduced here to allow use of a consistent coding scheme for both study
tasks. The code C = I shown in Figures C34 through C39 simply refers to
the use of a three-axis SAS for both vehicles in the Task II study.

Interval data for the following test conditions are shown in these figures

Variables

Q N F A C D V

1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 I 2 1 1 1

Variable 1 3 1 1 1 1 1
Levels 1 3 1 2 1 1 1

1 3 3 1 1 1 1
I 3 3 2 1 1 1

where, for example, the treatment combination listed in the last row includes
Q = 1 (hugh-gain quickening), N = 3 (high noise level), etc. Examples shown
are all for the PPI-AR display format.
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Generally, altitude-error Ai.Lcs indicate some altitude -command
overshoot at slope inter -, wiui increased altitude errors again during the
pitch-up maneuver as rated with deceleration to hover. Under conditions
of no measurement r '(Figures C34 and C35), increased altitude-error
variabilities for the .. eper 15-degree approach angle may be observed.
The degrading effects of measurement noise are apparent in the comparison
of data in these figures to that shown in Pigures C36 and C37. Average
(median) errors and between-flight error variabilities increase appreciably
for both approach angles under the noise condition depicted. Effects of
a-Iditioaal filtering (Figures C38 and C39) for the same level of measure-
ment noise appear to have the greatest influence on reduction of flight-to-
flight error variability. Although not shown in Appendix C, equivalent

4 data for the IEVD display format yielded comparable results.

4TERMINAL DATA FOR UH-1 VEHICLE

Terminal position errors, translational rates, and attitudes for the same4' test conditions as those described above are shown in Figures C40 through
C45. Data presented are in a similar form, depicting medians and ±34th-t I percentile ranges around each median for terminal measures recorded at
three points near or at termination of the approach and landing mission
simulated. The points, previously defined in this report section as P 5 ,
P 6 , and P 7 , are indicated for data associated with each test condition.

Fore-aft translational-velocity data in Figure C40 indicate that a forward-
velocity (+-IZB) component was predominant at first contact with the command
hover altitude of 50 feet (PM). A primary contributor to this result was a
tendency for negative altitude errors (below glide path) near termination of
the apprcach to hover, resulting in first contact with hover altitude on the
approach side of the commanded hover point (see Figure C42). Longitudinal

I, velocities (Figure C40) were reduced to median values near zero by the end
of the hover phase (indicated by sampling point P 6 ), and were maintained at

-, approximately the same level to ground ,ontact (P 7 ). For P 6 and P 7 , in-creased noise had the effect of increasing variability m 1B samples while
increased filtering with the high noise levels yielded a reduction of flight-
to-flight sample variability to nominally the same level as that shown for
the "no-noise' condition (NI). Lateral-velocity data sampled at these
three points also yielded increased variability due to noise, but, as shown
in Figure C41, do not reflect appreciable decreases in sample varizbility

- due to a further increase in signal filtering. Vertical velocities at ground
I .Zontact, not illustrated in these figures, averaged between 4 and 6 ft/sec.

"Longitudinal and lateral position-error ccmponents sampled at P 6 and P7
(Figures C42 and C43) indicate noise and filter effects similar to those
described above for translational-velocity data. Increased variabilities
in aircraft-attitude samples (Figures C44 and C45) associated with high
noise and filtering levels suggest degraded aircraft-control stability under

. these conditions.
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CONTROL-LOSS DATA FOR UH-1 VEHICLE

Of the 1152 simulated approaches and landings flown with the UH-l vehicle
during formal-data collection in the Task II study, a total of 10, or 0.87
percent resulted in loss of aircraft control. These are distributed across
variable levels for each independent vc_-iable as shoWn in Table 6-6. Be-
cause of the small number of control losses and the fact that six of the ten
resulted with only one of the four pilots, generalization of these data is not
advisable.

In all cases of control loss, thc simulation was ntopped, reset to initial
conditions and restarted. Data from missions in which control losses
occurred were not included in the analyses reported in this section.

Table 6-6. Control-Loss Data for UH-l

Variable Level
Variable 1 2 3

Q 8* 2

N4-*3 3

F 4 33

A 6 4_ _

D 8 2|

i. e., eight of ten control losses resulted under
conditions with "high-gain" quickening (QI)

3i. e., four of ten control losses resulted under
conditions with no measurement noise (NI)

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE RESULTS FOR XV-5 VEHICLE

Condensations of analysis-of-variance summary tables indicating confidence
levels for main effects and interactions are shown in Tables 6-7 through 6-11.
As with UH-1 vehicle data previously presented, tests found to be statistically
significant at confidence levels between p < 0. 10 and p <0.005 are indicated.
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Table 6-7. Condensation of Analysis-of-Variance Summary Tables;
Phase 1; XV-5 Aircraft

I_ _Dependent Variable
Source ... A.

Time RMSZ AAI __ Alco

ID 0.100* 0.100 0.100
A 0. 100 0. 100 0. 100
Q
F 0. 100 0. 100 0.025
N 0.005 0.100 0.005

"DA 0.100 0.100
DQ
AQ
DF
AF 0.025
QF
DN
AN
QN
SFN 0.025 0.025

It DAQ 0.100
DAF 0.100
DQF
AQF
DAN
DQN
AQN

- i DFN
AFN 0.100
QFN 0.100

DAQF
DAQN
"DAFN 0.100
DQFN
AQFN

oDAQFN

tp <0. 100
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Table 6-8. Condensation of Analysis-of-Variance Summary Tables:
Phase 2; XV-5 Aircraft

Dependent Variable
Source , -

Time__ RMSy RMSZ Al 0  A10  Acol

D 0. 100*
Q
F 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.100
N 0. 100 0. 005 0. 005 0. 100 0. 025

DA
DQ
AQ
DF
AF
QF 0.025
DN 0.025 0.100
AN
QN 0. 100 0. 100
FN 0.100 0.005 0.025

DAQ
DAF 0.100
DQF
AQF 0. 005 0. 100
DAN 0.100
DQN
AQN 0.100
DFN
AFN 0.100 0.100
DQN 0.100

DAQF
DAQN *

DAFN
DQFN 0.100
AQFN

DAQFN

*P < 0. 100
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Table 6-9. Condensation of Analysis-of-Variance Summary Tables:I _Phase 3; XV-5 Aircraft

I ___,____Dependent Variables
Source1 1TAj PA~ RMSyJRMz Al 0  1Al AIo

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0__ _ _ _ _ _ 0 c_ l,

DA

Q 0. 100* 0.100
"" F 0.100 0.005 0.100

N 0.025 0.025

DA
DQ 0.100
AQ
DF
AF 0.100
Q@F
DN 0.100
AN 0.100
QN
FN 0.025

DAQ
DAF
DQF

Ii AQF
DAN 0. 100
DQN
AQN
DFN 0.005
AFN
QFN 0.100

DAQF
DAQN 0.100

TDAFN 0.100
DQFN
AQFN 0.005

DAQFN

S *P < 0. 100
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Table 6-10. Condensation of Analysis-of-Variance Summary Tables;
Phase 4; XV-5 Aircraft

Dependent Variables
Source A. I Al, ,,,

Time RMSX ARSy A_ _ Al___ AIcol

D

A 0. 100W 0. 100
Q 0.025 0.100
F 0.100
N 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.025

DA
DQ 0.025AQ

DF 0.025
AF 0.100
QF
DN 0.025
AN
QN 0.100 0. 100
FN 0.100 0.100 0.025

DAQ
DAF
DQF 0. 100 0.100
AQF
DAN
DQN
AQN
DFN 0.025
AFN 0. 100
QFN

DAQF
DAQN
DAFN
DQFN
AQFN

DAQFN

*P < 0. 100
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Table 6-11. Condensation of Analysis-of-Variance Summary Tables;
Phases 5 and 7; XV-5 Aircraft

Dependent Variable
I ~~Source Z7

_ (Phase 5) (Phase 7)

D*I •A 0.025

F 0.025

DA
DQ 0. 1 o
AQ 0.025
DF
AF
QF 0.005
DDN 0.100

AN
FN

DAQ
DAF 0.100
"DQF

AQF
DAN 0.100. DQN
AQN
DFN
AFN
QFN 0.100

DAQF 0.100
DAQN

OQFN
A 0.100

DAQFN

Ow *P < 0. 025
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Differences Due to Display Format

Data selected to depict the effect of display-format differences on piloting
performance with the XV-5 vehicle are shown in Figures C46 through C50
of Appendix C. General trends in these data are similar to those resulting
with the UH-1 vehicle in that RMS position errors tend to be greater for the
PPI-AR format (DI) while control-activity indexes are higher for the IEVD
format (D2). Longitudinal RMS position errors during the hover phase (P 3 )
averaged from 10 to 15 feet greater than for the descent phase (P4) because
of a tendency to overshoot the hover point with the XV-5 vehicle. As indicated
in Figure C46, this characteristic was common to both display formats simu-
lated.

Differences Due to Approach Angle

The approach-angle variable did not yield significant differences in flight-
path-control accuracy (RMSy and RMSZ) during final approach with this
vehicle. RMS errors during P2 ranged from RMSy - 22 feet to RMSZ " 32
feet. Differences in pitch control activity due to approach angle varied as
a function of mission phase (Figure C51), while significant differences for
roll control activity yielded lower hover-control-activity indexes for the
steeper 15-degree approach angle (Figure C52).

Differences Due to Quickening Gain

As with the UH-1 vehicle, RMSX and RMSy position errors (Figures C53 i.
and C54) were lower for the "high-gain" quickening level. However, abso-
lute differences between Ql and Q2 in terms of position errors were small,
ranging from 2 feet for RMSy during P 3 to approximately 9 feet for RMSX i
during P 4 - Measures of pitch and roll control activity did not yield statis-
tically significant differences due to quickening-gain levels.

Differences Due to Signal Filtering

Effects of the signal filtering on piloting performance are shown in Figures
C55 through C58 of Appendix C. The statistically significant difference in
RMSX for the filter main effect (Figure C55) is attributable to increases in
signal lag since performance is degraded as level of filtering increases.
The net effect of increased filtering on RMSy during final a-proach (P 2 )
is just the oposite as lateral errors are reduced with increased filtering
(Figure C56). This finding, consistent with data previously described for
the UH-l vehicle, suggests the beneficial effect of signal filtering (due to
noise reduction) during final approach where signal lags apparently have
relatively less effect or. position-control performance. The same inter-
pretation may be applied to trends in RMSZ data for P2 shown in Figure
C57 and roll-axis control-activity data in Figure C58.
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Differences Due to Measuremept Noise

The main effect for measurement noise yielded small but statistically
significant differences for RMSX recorded during descent from hover
(Figure C59). Average RMSX ranged from 18.5 feet for N 1 to 22.5 feet

1 for N 3 during this phase. Larger increments of RMSy and RMSZ errors
due to measurement noise were found for the i-itial- and final-approach
phases (P 1 and P 2 ), while hover and descent phases (P 3 and P 4 ) again

7 yielded relatively small but statistically significant effects for RMSy
(Figures C60 and C61). Relationships between noise levels and RMS er-
rors are consistent with those previously discussed for the UH-1 vehicle.
Control-activity-index data, shown in Figures C62 and C63, also reflected
significant increasing trends with noise as did comparable data recorded
with the UH-1.

Display-by-Quickening (DQ) Interaction Results

Measures of RMSX error during hover yielded a significant DQ interaction
(Figure C64) indicating relatively larger longitudinal position errors for
the 'low-gain" quickening level (Q2) used in conjunction with the PPI-AR
display format (Dj 1. Although this additional error is most likely attribut-
able to an increast I degree of overshoot of the command-hover point, rea-
sons for additional error of this type with the display/quickening combin-
ation DIQ2 are not clear.

Display-by-Noise (DN) Interaction Results

Significant DN interactions for RMSy (Figures C65) and RMSZ (Figure C66)
flight-path errors during final approach yielded similar relationships. Under
conditions of no noise, error levels for both display formats were nominallyS~the same. Under conditions of measurement noise, error levels increased
for both formats, but increased relatively more for the PPI-AR format.

For example, the total increment in RMSy across noise levels was 17.9
feet for the PPI-AR format and 6.0 feet for the IEVD format. Sensitivities
of pitch control activity to increased noise also varied as a function of dis-
play format during hover and descent phases (Figures C67 and C68). Incre-
ments in control activity from levels resulting with no noise were smallest
for the PPI-AR format in both phases.

uickening-by-Noise (QN) Interaction Results
Although the quickening main effect was significant for hover and descent
phases in terms of RMSX (Figure C53), a QN interaction for RMSX resulted

only in the descent phase (Figure C69). In this phase the "low-gain" quickening
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level (Q2 ) was somewhat more sensitive to increased noise levels. However,
this interactive effect was small (1 to 2 feet) compared to the main-effect
difference due to quickening levels (approximately 9 feet RMSX). Significant
QN interactions for pitch and roll control-activity indexes are shown in i
Figures C70 through C72. All indicate trends toward lower control activity
with high noise levels for Q2, while differences are not consistent across
phases for lower measurement-noise levels associated with N1 and N2 .

Filter-by-Noise (FN) Interaction Results

Average times to complete the final-approach phase for each filter-and-noise-
level combination are shown in Figure C73. As with the UH-l vehicle,
deviations from the nominal 90-second time required to complete this phase
were due predominantly to additional time required to meet hover criteria at
termination of the approach. Consistent with data obtained from flights with
the UH-1, time required for completion of final approach during XV-5 flights
increased with high-noisellow-filtering combinations. Increased filtering
had the effect of reducing time differentials with increased noise to nearly
zero. Statistically significant FN interactions for RMS-position-error
measures recorded during the various mission phases are shown in Figures j $

C74 through C77. All examples reflect small degrading effects of signal
lag with filtering under "no-noise" condition N 1 . The beneficial effects of
signal filtering upon performance are apparent for higher noise levels,
especially during final approach (Figure C75) where the filtering levels
studied yielded a 15-foot reduction in RMSy for N3 . Examples of significant
FN interactions for pitch and roll control-activity indexes during P2 also . .

reflected the same increasing and decreasing trends as a function the
interaction between noise and filter variables (Figures C78 and C79).

FLIGHT-PATH-ERROR INTERVAL DATA FOR XV-5 VEHICLE

Examples of instantaneous vertical and lateral flight-path errors (EZ and
Ey) for test conditions identical to those previously presented for the UH-1 are
shown for the XV-5 vehicle in Figures C80 through C85 of Appendix C. Error
averages and variabilities plotted for each sampling point are defined as
previously described. Altitude errors for the steeper 15-degree approach
flown under "no-noise" conditions (Figure C81) indicate less flight-to-flight
variability for the XV-5 than for the UH-1 vehicle (see Figure C35). Where
differences between vehicles do occur as a function of test conditions shown,
lower average errors and error variabilities most typically characterize H
piloting performance with the XV-5.
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TERMINAL DATA FOR XV-5 VEHICLE

r r_ rminal position-error, translational-rate, and attitude data resulting
from flights with the XV-5 vehicle are shown in Figures C86 through C91 of
Appendix C. Examples given are for the same test conditions as those used
above in describing 250-foot interval data. Data presented are in a similar
form, depicting medians and *34th-percentile ranges airound each median
for terminal data recorded at three sampling points previously defined as
P5 P 6 and P7 .

Longitudinal-velocity measures (X B) yielded generally decreasing trends in
averages and variabilities across these sampling points, with minimum
deviations from X -0 0 ft/sec typifying samples taken at ground contact
(P 7 ). There trenA, shown in Figure C86. also indicate only minor changes
in performance due to measurement-noise and filter effects. At ground
contact average (median) be was near zero in a g cases, with variabilities
con34taht-eraen medeation wasm ea zero in greatest under conidi-
tions including high noise and filtering levels (N3 F3). Median lateral
velocities (Y ) were at or near zero in all cases shown, with variabilityr. exceeing I0 ft/sec only under conditions of higi- noise and minimumsignal filtering (Figure C87). Vertical velocities at ground contact, not

shown in these figures, averaged between 4.0 and 5.0 ft/sec. Lateral posi-
tion-error and roll-attitude variabilities at ground contact (P 7 ) were also
relatively higher for the N F, condition as depicted in Figures C89 and C91.
Comparable terminal dataior the longitudinal axis (Figures C88 and C90)
jid not, however, yield similar trends. Increased variabilities in EX and

X appeared primarily at P5 under conditions of both high-noise and high-
fiifering levels (N3 F3), suggesting relatively greater effects of signal lag on
longitudinal-axis control during the flare maneuver.

CcNTROL-LOSS DATA FOR XV-5 VEHICLE

Of the 1152 approaches and landings flown with the XV-5 vehicle simulation
during formal-d-ta ccllection in the Task H study, a total of eight, or 0.69
percent resulted in loss of aircraft control. Table 6-12 summarizes the

let distribution of control losses across variable levels for each independent
variable evaluated. These occurrences were distributed approximately
evenly across pilots, with two pilots each having two control losses, and the
remaining two pilots having one and three losses respectively. Although
the number of control losses was small, these events are dist:-ibuted across
measurement-noise levels in such a manner as to suggest arn increased ten-
dency for loss of aircraft control under the high-noise conditior N3 . Additional
interpretation of contributions of the variables to these data are not advisable
because of the small control-loss sample resulting.
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Table 6-12. Control-Loss Data for XV-5

j ,Variable Level

Variable 1 2 3

Q _4" 4

N 1 0 7

F 4 1 3

A 5 3

D 5 3

i. e., four oZ eight control losea resulted under
conditions of "'high-gair" qUickening (Q 1 )
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SECTION VII

STUDY DEFINITION - TASK III

"OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of the Task III study phase was to investigate the effects
of se'ected alternative aircraft control-augmentation modes on pilot perfor-
marnce of the steep-angle approach and landing task. Interactive effects of this
variable with other relevant system variables were also evaluated in a manner
similar to that previously described for the Task II study to obtain increased
generality of study results and to preserve a maximum level of continuity toward
the overall program objective of investigating display requirements for per-
formance of IFR steep approaches.

SVariables and task characteristics simulated in the Task III study are dis-
cussed in the following paragraphs and in Appendix A.

APPROACH TASK SIMULATED

The approach and landing task simulated, identical to that described in
Section III for the Task II study, consisted of four mission phases:

" * Initial Approach

0 Final Approach

* Hover

* Descent from Hover

I AIRCRAFT SIMULATED

Continued use was made of both the UH-1 and 'XV-5 aircraft simulations.
However, the simulations were modified as necessary to allow selection by
the experimenter from among four alternative aircraft control-augmentation

modes. These alternative modes are described in detail below.

APPROACH ANGLES SIMULATED
2 The 6- and 16-degree constant-gradient approach. aiiqles included in the previous

study also constituted the two approach-angle variable levels for the Task III
study phase.
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DISPLAY FORMATS SIMULATED

The IEVD and aircraft- referenced PPI formats were simulated for continued
evaluation in conjunction with the aircraft control-augmentation variable in
this study phase. Display-quickening gains were held constant during the
Task III study, with gains used being those defined in Section III of this report
as "high-gain" coefficients.

SYSTEM NOISE AND FILTER CHARACTERISTICS SIMULATED

Combinations of no measurement noise/*'minimum" signal filtering (N1 F1 )
and "high" measurement noise/"high" signal filtering (N 3 F 3 ), as previnusly
defined in Sections III and VI of this report, were simulated for the present "
study. Inclusion of the resulting two-level measurement-noise/filtering vari-
able in the Task III study allowed evaluation of the selected aircraft control-
augmentation modes under conditions of both near-perfect signal accuracy,
and degraded signal accuracy due to noise and filtering lags.

AIRCRAFT CONTROL-AUGMENTATION MODES SIMULATED

The primary objective of the Task III study was to evaluate the effects of
alternative aircraft control-augmentation modes on pilot performance of tire
IFR steep-angle approach task.

Experience with the IFR approach and landing problem as simulated in the
Task I SAA study (Re'. 1) suggested that specific modes of aircraft control
augmentation, added to supplement the three-axis stability-augmentation
system (SAS) used with the simulated UH-l and XV-5 vehicles, would aid in
unburdening the pilot during critical phases of the approach and landing
maneuver. Observations Gf pilot responses in this study indicated that the
level of pilot workload is greatest during terminal phases of the approach when
effects of aerodynamic damping upon the vehicle are at a minimum. This
interval includes the period of deceleration from approach speed to hover,
the period of hover itself, and descent from hover.

Beginning at initiation of deceleration from command-approach speed, the
pilot's control task becomes increasingly difficult. Gr'oundspeed and descenlt
rate must be dissipated at a commanded rate if the desired flight path is to be
followed. Piloting the XV-5 VTOL vehicle through this approach segment
requires, for example, frequent changes in "vector angle" and aircraft trim
which adds additional burden to the control task. Both vehicles require more
frequent rudder inputs for yaw control as aerodynamic-damping effects are
lost with decreasing velocity. Yaw control during deceleration and hover is
a relatively more difficult task to perform with the simulated UH-I helicopter
because of yaw moments caused by cross coupling from other required control
inputs (primarily collective and cyclic pitch).
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Based on these observations, four alternative aircraft control-augmentation
modes were selected and simulated for systemstic comparison as levels of

1 an experimental variable in the Task III study. These four models are
described in the following paragraphs.

if Three-Axis Stability-Augmentation System (SAS)

The three-axis SAS mode used in previous Task I and 11 studies with both
"simulated aircraft was also included in Task TII as a baseline test condition

Sto which pilot performance and other control-augmentation modes could be
compared. It is generally agreed that stability augmentation is a minimum
level of control augmentation for V/STOL aircraft under low-speed and
hovering Righ: conditions (e. g., Refs. 10, 36, 372, and 38).

l "Control laws simulated for the UH-l rate-stabilization system were the
following:

0 Pitch axis: B 1is (deg) = 0 - 0.312 3S + I
A cSS4

Roll axis: A (deg) c - 0. 125

* Yaw axis: OTR - I

where

: 50, 5c and OR = pitch, roll and rudder control inputs

c cC

* 8, 0, 0 and i = pitch, rall and yaw rates in deg/sec

B 18 = B 1 S due to cyclic-scick input (see ]Ref. 33)

B1 S - sine component of nmain-rotor cyclic-pitch angle

AIS AIS due to cyclic-stick input

AIS cosine component of main-rotor cyclic-pitch angle

j OTR =blade pitch of tail rotor

" I 7-3
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These SAS configurations use a conventional shaped rate-feedback command
to control actuators, with pitch- and yaw-rate feedbacks high passed (Ref. 39).

Rate stabilization system control laws simulated for the XV-5 vehicle were
the following:

. Pitch axis: KNF (percent) = 0- . 12 8

* Roll axis: • (deg) =c .O.
c

• Yaw axis: IV (deg) = - 1. 56 tp

where

c c 6Rc =pitch, roll and rudder control inputs

c 'c c

0, •, i = pitch, roll and yaw rates in deglsec

KNF = percent nose-fan-door efficiency (see Ref. 32)

3S wing-fan-louver stagger argle -

OV = wing-fan-louver vector angle

Stability-augmentation loops formed a basic three-axis rate damper in this
mode in a manner similar to that previously simulated as a "maneuvering
mode" for -the X11 -5 vehicle (Ref. 40).

Block diagrams of the SAS modes simulated for the UH-I and XV-5 vehicles
are shown in Figures 7-1 and 7-2, respectively. Additional control modes
simulated, as described below, are also shown in these figures,

The SAS gains given above for both vehicl6s were established empirically
during preliminary simulations in the Task I SAA study (Ref. I), and were
selected to yield a satisfactory compromise in aircraft handling qualities for
the speed range and control tasks required in this program. Although the
fixed-gain systems described above represent a performance compromise
because of the wide variation in aircraft dynamics associated with the speed
range simulated, development of scheduled-gain or adaptive-gaiia mechaniza-
tions for these aircraft was not within the scope of the present study program.
However, for purposes of comparative evaluation, fixed-gain mechanizations
(characteristic of all alternative control-augmentation modes simulated for
this study) offer the advantage of conceptual simplicity to aid in the interpreta-
tion of piloting performance with alternative modes being tested.
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Time histories depicting response characteristics of the stability-augmented
UH-1 at hover and 120 ft/sec are shown in Figures 7-3 and 7-4. These
responses were recorded for 0.25-inch-step control displacements in the
pitch, rolU and yaw axes. Comparable vehicle-response data for the stability-I augmented XV-5 with 0. 5-inch control displacements are shown in Figures 7-5
and 7-6.-I
Three-Axis 'SAS with Outoer-Loop Control System] Bitch and Rnz Axes (SAS + OLCS')

A:. -senndi level of the aircraft control-augmentation variable evaluated in the
T=-ýsk7ta stndy inlii•ed the SAS described above plus pitch- and roll-attitude

I feedtmck-to fonr= an outer'-loop control system (OLCS) in these two control
mces. lfadditrm-nrtbeh ,6iýc otability-augmentation (inner) loops, additional

-1 irt cantrciiimodes (,or 1-,,cs), which bring the pilot one integration
ffase-torthe pa eterbe i•s4t'empting to control, are highly desirable in a

I verticl-•- ah=raft. WW3 Oi te' fecfdmack, attitude changes are accomplished
13rnznit-al controL diz tenndot fILbowed by a return of the control to neutral
i•emitina• desired ;i, i AWtit~e is established. This control/response

T zeationE is =rrxaUy sat.ctdvy for forward flight where aircraft flight
;mcath is.hig c•ntroledl and 96me dgee of aerodynamic damping exists. How-
-ever, fb vers- tbhe pilt must maintain position relative to a

1mint on ==hhe u! rise O'both attitude and attitude-rate feedback loops is
kn ;meact eflct iupon piJloting performance (Refs. 36, 37 and
38).

} ConL':ff.rted for the SAý*+ OLCS mode with the UH-1 vehicle are
givenblelow amffire ffirrated in ,17%gure 7-1.

i3- C 3S ! =

1 * Roll- 7,,, (deg)= 5 -0.125i-0.30
"S S

7 0 Yaw axis: 0,.5 (deg)= 6Rc-.5(-

I As indicated the-basic rate-stabilized- vehicle was further augmented by incor-
5 porating pitch- and roll-attitude feedbacks to provide fast, well-damped inner

loops. These attitude-augmented!,inner loops modified the vehicle's rate
response to control-stick displacement to -a vehi4e attitude response propor-
tional to controL displacement (Figures 1.-'7 and 7-2).

Control laws for the-SAS-+ OLCS rnmue simulated with the XV-5 aircraft,
Si1illustrated in Figure 7-2, were:
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0 Pitch axis: KNF (percent) -0.12 -0.1 0
c i

S• Roll axis: P3S (deg)= 1 -. 00 -1.50
c0

* Yaw axis: OV (deg) = 1Rc- 56,•i F

Control-stick-position feedback gains in the pitch and roll axes were chosen
to provide an attitude-control effectiveness of approximately 3. 0 degrees
attitude change per inch of control-stick displacement. Time histories demon-
strating attitude-control effectiveness in the pitch and roll axes are presented
in Figures 7-9 and 7-10.

Three-Axis SAS with Heading Hold (SAS + 4, Hold)

The third control-augmentation mode simulated was identical to the SAS
mode described above for the aircraft pitch and roll axes but was upgraded to
also include an automatic heading hold (4' hold). Heading hold was selected to
evaluate effects of simplifying the pilot's control task by reducing the number
of axes or functions to be controlled. The yaw axis was a logical choice for
this purpose since rudder inputs at speeds simulated were required primarily
in response to only gust perturbations and cross-coupling effects from other
control inputs (e. g., collective inputs on the UH- 1), and were not required
for glide-path and hovering control. This hold mode was manually engaged
by the pilot prior to glide-slope intercept during the "initial-approach" phase
after lateral errors had been nulled and the aircraft flight path had been aligned
nominally along the required approach heading. Once engaged, further atten-
tion to yaw-axis control was not required of the pilot as aircraft headhig was
automatically maintained at approximately the command-approach heading
through the remaining approach phases (final approach, hover, and descent
from hover).

i

The UH-I heading-hold control mode simulated was

' -0.25 5 - (0.4 •+ 0.2 Ai) L
0TR =- .25j g5 + 114 4' "'Is-- .

where At& represents heading error relative Wo command-approach heading.
For this n1ode, yaw SAS gain was decreased from 0. 755 to 0.25 deg/sec/deg L
and the high-pass time constant was increased from 1. 0 to 2. 5 seconds (see
Figure 7-1) to provide a responsive control of heading. Yaw rate and attitude
feedbacks were summed through a proportional-plus-integral shaping network
to increase heading-hold accuracy and increase its operational range while
maintaining a relatively simple mechanization. Time histories demonstrating
heading-hold performance for the UH-1 are presented in Figure 7-11. Loop
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gains were adjusted to damp heading errors with a 90-percent response time

of between 3 to 10 seconds with less than 10-percent overshoot.

The heading hold configured for the XV-5 aircraft, shown in Figure 7-2, was

19 1. 56 ,(0. 1 , + 0. 6-0 , .s+o.

Time histories demonstrating performance of this configuration are depicted
in Figure 7-12, and indicate a 90-percent response time in hover of approxi-
mately 7 seconds.

SAS + OLCS with Heading Hold (SAS + OLCS + V, Hold)

The fourth level of the control-augmentation-mode variable simulated for
evaluation was identical to the SAS + OLCS mode described above, upgraded to
also include the automatic, heading-hold function (q hold). Heading-hold
mechanizations for both aircraft were the same as for the SAS + ik.-hold mode.
In terms of degree of control augmentation, the SAS + OLCS + V,-hold mode
represented the highest level of augmentation simulated for evaluation in the
Task III study. Inclusion of this mode for testing facilitated the comparison of --
piloting performance on the steep approach and landing task with SAS and
SAS + OLCS modes, as well as each of these modes with and without automatic
heading hold.

7F1
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SECTION VIII

PRELIMINARY SIMULATION - TASK III

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the preliminary-simulation phase of the study were:

L The refinement of simulation procedures to be used in the formal-
simulation phase

"The empirical selection and verification of feedback coefficients
for the control-augmcntation modes to be evaluated

* The familiarization and training of subjects of experimental-
variable combinations to be evaluated in the formal-
simulation phase

S •PROCEDURAL REFINEMENT

Use of the standardized experimentation procedures established for the
-4 Task I1 SAA study (see Section IV) was continued in the present study.

! However, since control-augmentation modes were mechanized on the analog
portion of the hybrid simlator, selecion of levels of this variable by the
experimenter was not through use of the previously described seven-digit
ID number code. Although the ID number did include a code for levels of
the control-augmentation variable (C 1 through C 4 ) for purposes of data

!- documentation and identification, the setting of feedback coefficients and
mode switching was performed directly by the experimenter at tne analog-
computer console.

The thumb-actuated "autopilot-cutout" switch mounted on the left side of the
"cyclic" control grip was mechanized for use as a heading-hold-engage
switch. A single actuation of this switch by the pilot prior to glideslope

-I "intercept engaged the heading-hold mode for the duration of the approach
to landing.

PRELIMIINARY SYSTEM EVALUATION

Preliminary system evaluation emphasized the selection and testing of
alternative feedback coefficients required for levels of the control-
augmentation variable. Coefficients established with t-o Honeywell

T .engineering employees serving as pilot/subjects were verified during initial
practice sessions with the military pilots who would be serving as subjects
for the duration of the Task III preliminary- and formal-experimentation
sessions.

8-1
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PILOT FAMILIARIZATION AND TRAINING

Military pilots who would be serving as subjects during the formal-simulation
phase were trained under the various experimental conditions prior to initia-
tion of formal-data collection. Each pilot received a minimum of two"completedit practice lights on each of the treatment combinations to be
evaluated (a flight was considered "completed" if control of the aircraft was
maintained through all pbases of the approach and landing mission). Formal-
data-collection flights immediately followed the completion of practice
sessions with the respective vehicles.

Pilot training sessions were begun using the UH- 1 vehicle. Each of four
pilots received a series of 64- practice flights consisting of two replications
on treatment conditions resulting from 'he factorial combinations of the fol-
lowing variable levels (as defined in Section VII):

* Approach angles (two levels)

* Display formats (two levels)

* Measurement-noiselfilter-lkg (two levels)

* Control-augmentation modes (four levels)

It may be noted that pilots were trained with all levels of all variables to be
evaluated during the Task III formal- siniulation phase.

Measures selected as summary indicators of pilot skill acquisition during
training were:

* Total 'irne to complete the simulated approach and landing

t Root-mean--square (RMS) lateral and vertical flight-path
errors during the "final-approach" phase

* RMS longitudtnal and lateral position errors during the
"descent-from-hover" phase

Practice data resulting for each of these measures with the UH- 1 vehicle
are shown in Figures 8-1 through a-5. Data shown are averaged in consecu-
tive blocks of trials to depict performance averages and variabilities for
each block as described in Section 1V of this report.

Two general observations sunmarize these data: (1) lack of appreciable
izmprovement in performance over the training series is attrimutable to all
pilots having previously served- as test subjects in the SAA program during
either Tank 1 or Task IU study phases, and (2) data do reflect trends related
to the ordering of test ccryditions during practice. Each pilot completed all
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i -. required practice flights on one display format prior to initiation of practice
with the second format (ordering of formats was counterbalanced between

- pilots). For each format, practice was first given for all approach-angle
and control-mode combinations with the least difficult level of the measurement-
noise/filter-lag variable (N1 F 1 ). This sequence was then repeated, with the
same display format, for the most difficult noise filter variable level (N F.
Thus, for example, the downward trend in "total-time" data for practice ocks
25 through 32 (Figure 8-1) reflects improvement in performance under the

-_-. N3 F 3 condition following prior experience with the same angle, display and
control-mode combinations under the N1 F1 condition.

r !An identical practice sequence was given for the XV-5 preceding formal-data
- •"collection with this aircraft. Summary performance data from these practice

sessions are prosented in Figures 8-6 through 8-10. Trends are similar to
those shown for the UH-I, with no appreciable improvement in performance
with continued practice. This effect is again attributable to the transfer of"experience gained in previous SAA study phases.

- 1 Of primary importance is the fact that all pilots who served in the formal-
simulation study phase were familiarized during training with all task charac-
teristics to be evaluated experimentally.
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SECTION IX

FORMAL SIMULATION - TASK III

The objectives of the formal-simulation phase of the Task mI study were to
conduct a systematic simulator evaluation of the four aircraft control-

-= augmentation modes previously defined, as well as the interactive effects
of this variable with other relevant system and task variables including ap-
proach angle, display format, and measurement-system noise/filter char-I ,acteristics. Descriptions of the task characteristics simulated, the inde-
pendent and dependent variables evaluated, and the experimental plan followed
in conducting the formal evaluation are summarized below. Results obtained
from these simulations are presented in Section X.

SIMULATED APPROACH AND LANDING MISSION

The simulated approach and landing mission segment consisted of the four
"active" or time-consuming phases defined in Section V, including "initial--approach", "final-approach', hover", and "descent" phases.

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

The following independent variables were incorporated into the study formal-
simulation phase:

* Subjects: Four helicopter-rated pilots served as test
.- subjects during formal-data collection with each vehicle.

All pilots were currently serving, or had previously served,
on active-duty status, and each had between 2000 and 5000
hours experience in various rotary-wing aircraft including
the UH-1. All pilots were instrument rated.

* Vehicles: Two simulated vehicles, the UH-I and XV-5, were
• • -5 used. Practice- and formal-data collection were completed

"with the UH-1 simulation prior to initiation of simulation flights
with the XV-5 vehicle.

0 Dis lay Formats: Two display formats were evaluated. Each

-' of these formats, described previously, included a primary
horizontal-situation (PPI-AR) or vertical- situation (IEVD)
display supplemented with peripherally located conventional
instrumentation.

ft 9-1
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* Approach Angles: Two alternative approach angles
(6 and 15 degrees) were simulated for evaluation.

* Noise/Filter Characteristics: Two levels of a combined
measurement-system-noise/filter-lag variable were
evaluated (no-measurement -noise/" minimum" -signal-
filtering and "high"!-measurement-noise/"high" -signal-
filtering).

• Aircraft Control-Augmentation Modes: Four levels of
the control-augmentation-mode variable, defined in
Section VII, were evaluated.

DEPENDENT VARIABLES

The following performance measures were recorded during appropriate
phases of the simulated task, and served as a basis for interpreting pilot
performance as a function of the treatment conditions described above:

* Vertical and Lateral Flight-Path Deviations: Root-mean-
square (RMS) errors were recorded for vertical (RMSZ)
and lateral (RMSy) deviations from the command flight
path during the final-approach phase, with only RMSZ
being recorded during the initial approach. Also, instan-
taneous vertical and lateral errors (EZ and Ey) were
recorded along the flight path at 250-foot intervals.

* Position Errors During Hover and Descent: Position-
error measures recorded for hover phase were RMSX
(longitudinal position), RMSy and RMSZ errors, with
RMSX and RMSy also being recorded during descent
from hover.

* Terminal Position Errors, Rates and Attitudes: Aircraft
position with respect to the command touch-down point
(Ex and Ey), translational rates (XB, YB and Z) and
attitudes (W and 0) were measured at Z = 0.0 feet. Also,
since it was of interest to determine the azcuracy with
which the command approach path could be terminated
at ground contact rather than hover at Z - 50 ft, these
terminal data were also recorded at the instant that the
aircraft reached Z = 50 feet during either the final-
approach or hover phase, and again at the end of the
hover phase, itself, prior to vertical descent to touch
down.

9-2



ii
Ii Time: Times required to complete the initial -approach,

final-approach and descent phases were recorded. The
hover phase was programmed to be a constant 20 seconds.

U Actvit Indices: Measures of pilot control-input activity
for the pitch and roll center stick and collective (lift) stick

I were computed as RMS rates of the respective control
movements. These activity indices (AIe, A10 , and Alcol)
were scaled in arbitrary units for each vehicle simulation,
and served as a basis for making inferences concerning
the relative effects of experimental treatments upon pilot
1"workload" or task difficulty.

0 Continuous Time-History Data: Strip-chart recordings of
aircraft pitch and roll attitudes (0, 0), heading (4), altitude
(Z) and pitch; roll- and lift-stick displacements (60, 65,
Ocol ) were obtained from all flights in the formal-simulation
"study phase. Representative samples were selected to show
typical time histories of these parameters.

* Control Losses: Flights during which loss of vehicle control
: 1 •resulted were terminated by the experimenter or terminated

automatically by ground contact. When a control loss resulted,
the existing experimental conditions were recorded by the
experimenter, and the flight was repeated.

A summary of dependent variables measured or computed, and the mission
phases during which they were recorded, is given in Table 9-1. Specific
measures were relevant for only certain mission phases. For example,

RMSx was computed only during hover and descent phases since a longitudinal
position was not commanded until the hover phase was reached. Similarly,I RMSy was not meaningful during the initial-approach phase because of the
initial lateral position error of 500 feet from which the simulated mission
was begun.

* EXPERIMENTAL PLAN

- A plan of independent-variable combinations for the Task Ill study formal-
simulation phase is summarized in Figure 9-1. This plan included a full-
factorial combination of two display formats (D), two approach angles (A),*1 5_two levels of the combined noise/filter variable (N), and four levels of air-
craft control augmentation (C). The total matrix set consisted of 64 test

S icells when combined across aircraft. Each pilot was required to complete
four replications (flights) per cell, resulting in a total of 1024 simulatedt to be scheduled for formal-data collection.flights-

ti
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U, Table 9-1. Summary of Dependent-Variable Measurement
or Computation

Terminal Data Pecorded at.
Variable Initial Final DY±scerwt Comm. Hover End of Gnd. Contact

Appcoach ApproacI Hover from Alt. Hover Ph,,i. (Z C 0 ft)
hover (Z 50 (t)

Time
RMIS:. 

-RMSy

RMSZ
RMz

EX A A A
y.. . A A A

Ez

*B A A A'B 
A A A

y

* A A

Al 
I

6 I

Al. 0--

AlCa

i9

dco

I& 0 
•

ac.

(Phase) ,

0-------0 Continuous Recording or Computation

0--- -'0 Periodic Sampling

VEHICLES (2)
UH-1 

XV-5DISPLAYAY/ / /- IPLY ///FOMTSFOMT

APP.
AINOG LIES 

ANGLE

(2) (2)

CONTROL-AUG. MODES (2) CONTROL-AUG. MODES (2)
* THE ABOVE MATRICES ARE DUPLICATED FOR EACH LEVEL (2) OF THE COMBINED SYSTEM

OSE AND FILTERING VARIABLE
* THE TOTAL NUMBER OF CELLS IN THE RESULTING MATRIX SET IS 64
i THE USE OF 4 PILOTS WITH 4 FLTS/CELLjPILOT YIELDS A TOTAL OF 1024 FLTS IN

THIS MATRIX SET

Figure 9-1. Experimental Plan for Task III Study
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1 ~Characteristics of the simulation held constant for the diuration of the formal
I experiment were:

n System information update rate (13.3 Hz)

*• Display gains and scale factors

0 Turbulence level (see Appendix A)

SIMULATION SCHEDULE

1• A simulation schedule was developed which would counterbalance order
effects of the various experimental variables to the maximum extent possible,

1' ]but would minimize problems associated with transfer between test conditions.I In developing this schedule variables were first ranked in order of anticipated
sensitivity to transfer due to alternation oi variable levels. This ranking,
given below, was used as a basis for determinmng the frequency with which
levels of each variable would be alternated in the scheoule defined for data
collection with each variable.

* Display formats - least frequently alternated: s Control-augmentation modes

'I * Approach angles

SNoise/filter combinations - most frequently alternated
For each subject, display format was altered once (for each vehicle), with

presentation order of levels of this variable being counterbalanced between
subjects. Similarly, for each display format, control modes were varied
through the four levels once, with presentation order of levels of this vari-j able being conterbalanced between displays and between subjects. This
process was repeated in a comparable manner for the remaining two inde-
pendent variables listed above. In all cases the required four replications! : per cell were completed before proceeding to the next scheduled cell.

The data-collection schedule as developed by this process was repeated for
each vehicle.

DATA ANALYSIS

[ Performance data resulting from the formal-simulation phase were analyzed,
and are summarized in Section X. Analyses, including the calculation of
means, medians, standard deviations and analyses of variance were per-

formed directly from data-output cards with a digital computer.

In the analyses of variance, the subject factor was considered as random,
with all other factors considered to be fixed effects.

* 9-5
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SEcT ION X

j STUDY RESULTS - TASK III

I Seectd reult of he nalsis of pilot- performance data obtained during the

j Task III study formal- simulation phase are discussed in this report section.
Graphical illustrations of these data are presented in Appendix D. Data
judged to be of primary relevance in interpreting effects of the experimental

variables under study are presented.
Performance results from each simulated vehicle are discussed s'!parately
below, with a further classification of study results into the following general

categories:

* Results of analyses of variance performed on dependent
variables having values not distributed around zero (e. g., time

0 Lateral and vertical glide-patn errors recorded at 250-footI intervals during the final-approach phase

* Summary results of terminal-data dependent variables having
values distributed around zero (e. g. , 'B and 0 at ground
contact)

* Representative samples of pilot control-input and vehicle-
esponse time-history data (samples selected for UH-l1 vehicle

only)

-. Reference to independent variables and their associated levels in this report
section in figures appearing in Appendix D is simplified by use of the following
code:

0 Display formats (D)

- D1  PPI-AR format

D2 : 1EVD format

4. * Approach angles (A)

I A,: 6-degree glideslope

A 2 : 15-degree glideslope

1 10-1
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"* MIeasurem ent noise! filtering combinations (Nil

N1 F,: no- noise/ minimum- filter-lag

N 3 F 3 : h ign -noise/ high- filter- lag

"* Aircraft control- augmentation mode (C)

C1 : SAS

C2 : SAS + OLCS

C3,: SAS + - hold

C : SAS + OLCS + & hold

t4

Also since data are referenced or illustrated as a function of mission phase
(or data-sampling point), the following additional coding is used:

m Phase (P)

PI: initial-approach phase

P 2 : final-approach phase

P 3 : hover phase

o :c descent (from hover) phase

P 5: terminal data recorded at first contact with command
hover altitude (Z = 50. 0 feet)

P 6 : terminal data recorded at end of hover phase

P_: terminal data recorded at ground contact (Z = 0. 0 feet)

ANALYSIS-OF-VARtANCE RESULTS FOR UH-l VEHICLE

Condensations of analysis- of- variance summary tables indicating confidence
levels for main effects and interactions are shown in Tables 10-1 through
10-5. Those effects found to be statistically significant at confidence levels
between p < 0. 10 and p < 0. 005 are indicated.
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Table 10-1. Condensation of Analysis-of-Variance Summary
Tfables; Phase 1; UH-1 Aircraft

Dependent Variable
Source }_Time__ RMS Al6  Al__Al

I'D 0. 100* 0.100
A 0.025 0.005 0.025

I•"

C 0.005 0.005
N 0. 025 0. 100
DA

DC 0.025

'I

AC 0.005
DN 0.005

AN 0.100 0. 025 0. 100I ~ ~ ~~CN ___ ______ ___

DAC I
DCN I
ACN 1 ____. 0. 100

DACN 0.100 0.100

~L

:C 0.. 105

"Table 10-2. Condensation of Analysis-of-Variance Summary
Tables, Phase 2; UH-l Aircraft

Dependent Variable
-. Source I Tim e R AIS y S leAI: Alco

D 0.10001 0. 100
A
C 0.005- 0.005
N 0.025 0.100 0.025

DA-
DC
AC 0. 100
DN 0.100 0. 100 0. 025

CN 0.100 0.025

-i Y-

I DAC
SD dDAN

DCN 0.100
SACN

DACN j_ _ __ __ __ _

< < 0. 100

So010-3
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Tc.bie 10-3. Cunue-s-f atin Or Aialysis-of-Va -iaiiCe Cu,.,mUmry
Tables; Phase 3: UH-1 Aircraft

Dependent Variable

RMSX JRMSy RMSZ AAI j A1 0  Al.

D
A 0. 025*
C 0.005 0.005 0.025
N 0.025

DA 0. 100 0. 100
DC 0. 100
AC 0. 005
DN
AN
CN 0.100 0.025

DAC
DAN
DCN 0. 100
ACN 0.025 0. 100

DACN

;:P <0. 025

Table 10-4. Condensation of Analysis-of-Variance Summary
Tables; Phase 4; UH-1 Aircraft

Dependent Variable
Source Time RMS, RMS y Al, Al, AIcoI

D 0. 100'
A 0.100 0.100 0.100
C 0.025 0.005 0.005
N 0. 100 0. 100

DA
DC 0. i00
AC 0.025
DN 0. 100
AN 0. 100
CN 0. 025

DAC
DAN
DCN
ACN

DACN

*P < 0. 100
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ri Table 10-5. Condensation of Analysis -of -Variance Summary Tables;

Phases 5 and 7; UH-I Aircraft

i1 I Dependent Variable
ill_ i[ Source Z•z

(Phase 5) (Phase 7)

" -•D I O.!00o
A
C
N

- • DA
DC
"AC
DN

n AN 0.100
CN 0.100

DAC 0.100
DAN
DCN

S.. ACN

_I DACN

"P 0. 100

10-5
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Differences Due to Display Format

Overall differences between the two display formats tested are summarized
in Figures Dl through D5 of Appendix D. These data depict trend differences
between formats which are consistent with those found in the Task II study.
RMS flight-path errors averaged between 15 and 35 feet in all axes, with
consistent trends toward slightly lower errors for the IEVD format (D2 ). Con-
versely, pilot control activities were higher for this format (Figures D4 and
D5).

Differences Due to Approach Angle

The main effect for approach angles did not yield appreciable differences in
performance in this study. The one exception to this finding was for RMSX
errors during hover and descent phases (Figure D6) where, for example,
RMS longitudinal errors during hover were approximately seven feet greater
with the 6-degree approach angle (A 1). An interpretation of this difference
is presented below during discussion of angle-by-control-mode (AC) inter-
action results.

Differences Due to Noise/Filtering

Effects of the combined measurement-noise/signal-filtering variable are

exemplified by data shown in Figures D7 and D8, Appendix D. Altitude RMS
errors during final approach (P?) were approximately 26 feet for the no-:
noise/minimum-filtering condition (N 1 F 1 ), and increased to 37 feet under
the high-noise/maximum-filtering combination (N 3 F 3 ). Longitudinal- and
lateral-error measures (RMSX and RMSy) did not yield statistically signifi-
cant differences for this variable.

Differences Due to Control-Augmentation Mode

Data suramarizing the main effect for the four-level control-mode variable are
presented in Figures D9 through D13. With one primary exception (RMSX),
these data indicate an improvement in aircraft-control performance for aug-
mentation modes including an OLCS in the pitch and roll axes (C2 and C4).
Consistent trends (not statistically significant) in RMSy and RMSZ errors
during the approach phases (P 1 and P 2 ) and statistically significant differences
in pitch and roll control activity support this finding. Effects of heading-hold
implementation were limited to reductions in pitch and roll control activity
under the conditions where this hold mode was used in conjunction with pitch-
and roll-axis OLCS (see Figures D12 and D13). Trends in RMSy data (Fig-
ure D10) do, however, suggest further improvement in lateral-axis position
control with both modes in which the heading hold was used (C3 and C 4 ).

10-6



As ote abveconrolaugenttion mode differences resulting in t erm s ofIi ~ ~RMS. errors (Figure DS) were not consistent with those iLddb other.
performance measures. Longitudinal RMS position errors in the hover ph~ase

(P3), forexample, avrgdbetween 15 and 20 feet greater with the ;A.,;S
OLCS modes (C2 and C4 ) than with the SAS modes (C and C ).These dif -ferences are attributed to a temporarily degrading et~ect of &LCS in the pitchaxis during the terminal portion of the decelerating approach to hover, resulting

in a tendency to overshoot the command hover point.

Di splay- by-Noi se (DN) Interaction Results
The significant DN interactions, shown in Figures D14 through D16, are consis-
tent with results obtained in the previous Task HI study, and indicate the dif-
ferential effects which signal degradation had on performance with the two
display formats. Relatively greater increases in RMSY errors resulted with
the PPI-AR format (D ) under the high measurement -noise/ filte r- lag condi-

i]ti

tio (N while thetIEVD format (D2 ) yielded larger measures in pilotivi ty.

SAngle by-Control -Mode (AC) Interaction Results

Examples of AC-interaction data which are useful for further interpretation
of main-effect results discussed above are shown in Figures D17 and D18.IIt may be observed in Figure D17 that increased RpSX errors during hover,previously discussed for the approach-angle main effect (Figure DO. are
attributable to only test conditions including control modes C2 and C4 .-I Similarly from Figure D17, RMSX error relationship shown for the control-
mode main effect (Figure D9) are seen to he a primary result of differences
occurring with only the 6-degree glideslope.

IFinal-approach phase pitch -control -Pcti vity data in Figure D18 yield additional
qualification to the main-effect data i'or control modes presented in Figure D12.
While OLCS-augmented modes (C2 and C) offered reduced pitch control
activity with both approach angles, this reduction was- greatest for the steeper
15-degree angle (A2 ).

Noise-by-Control-Mode (NC) Interaction Results

Control-activity measures yielded the principal NC-interaction data in thisI study (Figures D19 through D22). It may be observed in the final-approach
(P2erand hover (fP3 ) data shown that performance with the OLCS-augmentationmodes was least influenced by signal degradation due to measurement noise

Sand filter lags (N 3 F 3 ). Also apparent in these data is the effect of furtherreduction of control activity with the use of heading hold in conjunction with
pitch- and roll-axis augmentation (C4 )-

J 10-7
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II

Flight-Path-Error Interval Data for UH-1 Vehicle

Representative samples of instantaneous vertical and lateral flight-path errors
(EZ and Ey) recorded at 250-foot intervals during the final-approach phase
(P 2 ) are presented in Figures D23 through D26 of Appendix D. Averages(medians) and variabilities (±34th percentiles from medians) of sampled time-
history performance are indicated as previously described in Section VI.
Levels of independent variables defining test conditions associated with each
figure are indicated by previously defined alphanumeric codes.

Data from test conditions selected for illustration in these figures constitute
a comparison of flight-path control for the 6-degree approach (A1) the IEVD
display format (DW), both noise/filter combinations (N1F and N• 13). and two
control-augmentation modes (C1 = SAS and C 3 = SAS + 'iold). in a variable
code consistent with that used for similar Task HI study data, these variable
combinations are represented by:

Variables

Q N F A C D V

1 1 1 1 1 2 1
Variable

Levels 1 1 1 1 3 2 1
1 3 3 1 1 2 1

1 3 3 1 3 2 1

This set of treatment combinations was selected to further illustrate trend
differences resulting in final-approach-phase RMSy and RMSZ errors
(Figures D1O and D1I) with control modes C and C By comparing interval
data for noise condition N F in Figures D23l and D2A4, it may be noted that
the use of heading hold hah tie effect of reducing altitude errors during the
decelerating approach to hover as well as flight-to-flight error var'iabilities
in the lower speed portion of this deceleration (approximately last 1000 feet
of range). For the degraded-signal condition NXF 2 (Figures D25 and D26),
hcading hold had a similar effect during deceleration, and additionally served
to reduce error variabilities during the initial glideslope-acquisition segment
of the final approach. These differences are attributed predominantly to
cross-coupling effects of collective-lift inputs into the aircraft yaw axis
which increase control-task difficulty in the absence of a heading-hold mode.

TERMINAL DATA FOR UH-1 VEHICLE

Terminal position errors, velocities and attitudes recorded at sampling
points P5 . P 6 and P 7 as defined earlier in this section are summarized in
Figures D27 through D32.

10-8
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Data depict performance medians and ±34th-percentile points around each
median for the four test conditions discussed above, with results also pre-
sented for control-augmentation mode C2 (SAS + OLCS).

1 Generally. these measures yielded trends toward decreasing averages and/or
variabilities between sampling points P5 (first contact \Mith 50-foot altitude)
and P 7 (ground contact). The heading-hiold mode used in conjunction \'ith the
three-axis SAS (C3 ) did not yield appreciable improvement in terminal-control
performance over that resulting with only the three-axis SAS (Ci). Per-
formance differences at touchdown between SAS and SAS + OLCS modes werl
"limited primarily to lateral-axis measures recorded under the degraded-

S* signal condition N3 F 3 (Figures D28 and D32). Maximum 34th -percentil,
deviations of lateral velocity (YB ) and roll attitude (0) at ground contact under

-"this condition were 4.0 ft/sec and 4.5 degree respectively, for the SAS mode.
4 •and 1.0 ft/sec and 2..0 degree, respectively, for the SAS + OLCS mode.

CONTINUOUS TIME-HISTORY DATA FOR UH-1 VEHICLE

Typical time histories of control-stick position, vehicle attitudes, and altitude
for the following test conditions are presented in Figures D33 through D40,
Appendix D:

Variables

Q N F A C D V
I 1 1 1 1 2 1

1 3 3 1 1 2 1

1 1 1 1 2 2 1

Variable 1 3 3 1 2 2 1S .• Levels
Lees 1 1 1 1 3 2 1

1 3 3 1 3 2 1

I 1 1 1 4 2 1

1 3 3 1 4 2 1

-- Samples shown were selected on a subjective basis, and were judged to be
representative of the general form of data resulting for test conditions illustra-

"- ted. To minimize interactive effects of piloting technique with other experi -
mental variables, all samples were selected from performance records of

-' the same pilot.

By comparing Figures D33 and D34 to Figures D35 and D36 it may be observed
S* that addition of pitch- and roll-axis OLCS to the basic SAS mode had an effect

of changing pilot-induced aircraft -response characteristics from relatively
high-amplitude and low-frequency to predominantly lower-amplitude, higher-
frequency components. This change occurred for both noise/filter conditions
simulated.

n 1

n 1 1-
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An example of the contribution of an automatic heading-hold with the three-
axis SAS is seen in Figures D34 and D38. During near-hovering flight (hover
and descent phases), a higher degree of aircraft-control stability is maintained
with the aid of heading hold since the pilot has one less control axis to which
his attention must be shared.

CONTROL-LOSS DATA FOR UH-1 VEHICLE

Seven of the 512 (1.3%) simulated approaches and landings flown with the UH-1
during Task Ill-study formal-date collection resulted in loss of aircraft con-
trol. Distributions of these data across variable levels for each independent
variable are shown in Table 10-6 (levels numbered I and 3 are used for the
combined noise/filter variable for consistency with previous codings).
Although these data may suggest trend results for variables NF and A, only
tentative interpretations are advisable since six of the seven control losses
occurred with only one of the four pilots.

As in previous study phases, data from flights in which control losses oc-

cu, red were omitted from other performance analyses.

Table 10-6. Control-Loss Data for UH-1

Variable Level

i. e.,* two of seven control losses resulted
with the combined noise/filter variable

level N1F1

111

ANALYSIS-OF-VARIANCE RESULTS FOP. XV-5 VEHICLE

Condensations of analysis-of-variance summary tables indicating confidence
levels for main effects and interactions are shown in Tables 10-7 through 10-11.
Effects found to be statistically significant at confidence levels between p
< 0. 10 and p <0.005 are indicated.
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E Table 1 -7. Condensation of Aunaiysis-of-Variance SummaryTables; Phase 1; XV-5 Aircraft

Dependent Variable
Source -

Time RMSZ AI, AIO Alco1

SD 0. 025*
A 0. 100 0.025 0.100
C 0.005 0.100 0.005
N 0.025 0.025 0.025

DA 0. 100
DC 0.025
AC 0. 005 0. 100
DN
AN 0. 005
CN 0.025 0.025 0.025

DAC
DAN
DCN 0.025
ACN

*i [DACN

- *P <0. 025

Table 10-8. Condensation of Analysis-of-Variance Summary
! 1 Tr'1.1s; Phase 2; XV-5 Aircraft

Sc__ Dependent Variablejuc Time RMS, RIIMSz AI0 J AI Alco1
D
A
C 0. o00't 0. 100 0.005
N 0.025 0. 025 0. 100 0.025

DA 0. 100
DC 0.1001AC 0.025
DN
AN 0. 005
CN 0.025 0.005

DAC 0.005
DAN
DCN 0. 100

ACN j___ _ _ ___ ___ ___ __ _

DACN ..

'P <0. 100
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Tables; Phase 3; XV-5 Aircraft

S Dependent Variable _ _ _

-2_IMSx j RfMSy RMSZ Al 0  Al 0  A!eoS

G. tow, j 0.100 0.005

1N 0.1 00

DA 0. 00 0.100

"AC 3

DN 1 0. 100

vc 101100 1___ ___I______I___I

j DAN 0. !00

AC N 0. 1.00

~~-p AC-. . O i00

,Table 1{0-I1. Condensatiorn of Analysis-of-Variance Summary
Tables; Phase 4; XV-5 Aircraft

F Dependent Variable

T ime RmSX RMSy Al, A,- A.l A.
0 I1). 1100* '

- I~
C 0.025 0.025 1. 0005

IN . 1-to0 0.100 j 0 _ I O

SDA 0. 1000.0000
DC
AC 0.100
DN 0.25 0.10-
AN

DAC f-.
DAN 0.100 1
DCN 0. 100

DACNNII I I

*P < 0. 100
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S -Sum-mary Tables; Phases 5 and 7;Ii- Aircraft

iI Dependent Variables

3. isoz
(Phase 5) (Phase 7)

D
IA 0. 100*•: iI
C
N

IF- DADCS• - DC
,-- •AC

I"DN
JAN _ _

iCN

I "DAC
DAN 0.100
DCN
ACNI• DACN

"*P < 0. I00
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Differences Due to Display Format

D~ata depicting the effect of display-format differences on position -control
performance and control -activity level are summarized in Figures D41
through D45. Consistent but statistically non-significant trend differences
with the XV-5 vehicle were similar to t'tose resulting with the UH-l. and
suggest a tendency for higher RMS position errors but lower-pitch- and roll-
axis control activity with the PPI-AR format (DO). RMS errors for all posi-
tion-control axes averaged less than 35 feet.

Differences Due to Approach Angle

The approach-angle variable again yielded few statistically significant results
from the analyses of variance performed. Results of altitude -control (Z-axis)
performance are shown by example in Figures D46 and D47 of Appendi.: D.
Differences in RMSZ (Figure D46) were significant for the initi al- approach
and hover phases P 1 and P:3) but were relatively small in~ an absolute sense,
averaging between 2 and 5 feet. Vertical velocities sampled at first contact
with the command 50-foot hover altitude (P5 ) averaged approximately 5 ft/sec.
as shown in Figure D47 and were reduced to 4. 5 ft/ser at ground contact (P7 ).

Differences Due to Noise/Filtering

Contributions of the combined measurement- -ioise and signal -filtering variable
to performance change with the XV-5 vehicle are exemplified by data shown in
Figures D48 through D51. Lateral and vertical RMS errors during final approach
were increased by approximately 6 feet under the degraded-signal condition
N3 F3 (Figures D48 And D49). It mayt be noted that final-approach RMSY errors
recorded under conditions NlF 3 and--,F 3 are consistent with performance un-
der the same conditions in 'the Task IItudy (see Figure C75, Appendix C).
Control -activity data, summarized in Figures D50 and D51, also reflect
anticipated increases during all approach and landing phases under condition
N3 F3 .

"Differences Due to Control-Augmentation Mode

Examples of significant main-effect dat a for the control- augmentation-mode
variable depict effects similar to those discussed previcusly for the UH-n air-
craft. Typical performance results obtained with the XV-5 vehicle presented
in Figures D52 through D55, summarize these effects. RMSt erren rs recorded
during hover and descent phases (Figure D52) were greatest for mdes which
included pitch- and roll-axis OLCS augmentation. As with the w tH-1, this
result is attributed to a temporary aegrading effect of OLR S in the pitch axis
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during deceleration to hover which increased the likelihood of hover-point
overshoot. Conversely, position errors in this axes, as exemplified by RMSZ
data in Figure D53, indicate small (less than 5 feet) but statistically significant

3 reductions in approach-path errors for the tx•xo modes which included an OLCS
t I (C2 and C4 ). Pitch and roll control-activity measures yielded reduced control

activity for OLCS-equipped modes in most instances (Figures D54 and D55),
with trends toward further reductions under conditions which also included a[jheading-hold mode (C 3 and C4 ).

j INoise- By-Control-Mode (NC) Interaction Results

Relatively few significant interactions resulted from the analyses of XV-5
flight-performande data which were considered useful for further interpreta-

& •tion or qualification of main-effect data discussed above. Exceptions to this
finding were data representing NC interactions for pitch and roll control
activity recorded during initial- and final-approach phases (Figures D56[ -through D59). These interactions have the same general form as NC interactions
resulting with the UH-1 vehicle, and indicate relatively less increase in pilot
control activity under the degraded-signal condition (N3 F 3 ) with OLCS-aug-

"I mented control modes (C2 and C4 ).

~F LIFGHT- PA TH-ERROR INTERVAL DATA FOR XV-5 VEHICLE
Vertical and lateral flight-path-error samples (_.-, and Ey) recorded during
the final-approach phase are presented in Figures D60 through D63). Errorfi •i : averages (medians) and variabilities are shown for test conditions identical to

-. those described above for UH-l flight data to allow a direct comparison of
piloting performance resulting with the two aircraft simulated.

"Under noise/filter condition NIF 1 (Figures D60 and D61), error envelopes
were nominally the same as those resulting from the UH-I vehicle (see Fig-
ures D23 and D24), with ±34th-percentile ranges exceeding flight-path errors- of 50 feet for only brief periods during deceleration to hover. However,
trends in data variability resulting under the degraded-signal conditions
N3F3 were less similar for the two aircraft. Unlike performance data shown

3for t 1e UH- (Figures D25 and D26), comparable interval data for the XV-51- (Figures D62 and D63) indicate no appreciable change in performance attributable
to addition of a heading-hold mode. Also, XV-5 data under condition N3 F 3 re-
flect more of a "rectangular" distribution of performance variability as a
function of range, while UH-1 performance variabilities were greatest during
the initial portion of the approach and generally decreased throughout the

' -remainder of the approach to hover. This difference is attributed to ihe more
i predominant collective-input and rotational-axis cross-coupling effectsassociated with the UH-1 during the initial glideslope-acquisition portion of

the approach.
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TERMINAL DATA FOR XV-5 VEHICLE

Figures ID64 through D69 of Appendix D are examples of ternmihial position-
error, velocity and attitude data recorded at sampling points P 5 , P 6 and P 7
during flights with the XV-5 aircraft. Examples are for the same test condi-
tions for which UH-1 data were previously presented (Figures D27 through
D32). For a majority of performance-measure and test-condition combina-
tions shown, trends toward decreasing averages and/or variabilities are ap-
parent across consecutive sampling points beginning at P 5 (first contact with
50-foot altitude). Terminal-performance measures do not, in most in-
stances, reflect appreciable differences due to degraded-signal effects or
due to levels of the control-augmen.ation-mode variable illustrated. Perfor-
mance characteristics at sample points P 5 , P 6 and P7 with control mode C4
(not illustrated) were not distinguishably different from those shown in Fig-
ures D64 through D69.

CONTROL-LOSS DATA FOR XV-5 :,-EHICLE

Of the 512 simulated approaches and landings flown with the XV-5 in this
formal-data-collection phase, five flights (less than 1 percent) resulted in
aircraft control loss. These data are distributed across each Task III
experimental variable as indicated in Table 10-12. Again, because of the
small number of control-loss events relative to the total number of flights
attempted, relationships between experimental variables evaluated -nd control-
loss likelihood cannot be clearly specified. Of importance in these data are the
small number of control-loss events, and the fact that approximately the same
proportion of losses resulted with both aircraft simulated in Task MI (seven
and five losses for the UH-1 and XV-5 respectively).

As in previous study phases, data from flights in which control losses occurred
were omitted from other performance analyses.

Table 10-12. Control-Loss Data for XV-5

Variable Level
Variable 

- 1 -

C 2 1 2

NF 4"* X

i. e., four of five control losses resulted
with the combined noise/filter variable
level N1 FI
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SECTION XI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary objective of the two study tasks described in this report was to
investigate, by means of real-time man-in-the-loop simulation techniques, the
effects of piloting performance of approach-signal degradation and aircraft
control-augmentation variables. These tasks were performed to support the
overall objectives of the JANAIR-sponsored SAA program being performed at
Honeywell -- the investigations of display requirements for manually-con-
trolled IFR steep approaches and landings with vertical-lift aircraft. Each of
the above variables is related directly to the problem of display requirements
for IFR steep approach since each implies a category of conditions or con-
straints within which a selected display configuration may be operated. By
also simultaneously investigating the effects of this relevant task variables
(aircraft types, approach angles, display formats and quickening gains), an
increased degree of generality of study results could be obtained.

The following paragraphs summarize results and present conclusions from the
Task II and Task III SAA study phases.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS'- TASK II

UH-1 Vehicle

Although not consistently supported by statistical significance, consistent
trends in results obtained suggest a difference between display formats simula-
ted in the form of a tradeoff between position-control accuracy and pilot control
activity. Flight-path deviations tended to be lower with the IEVD format while
control activities were lower for the PPI-AR display. However, interactions
of display formats with measurement-noise and filtering variables indicated
that these differences occurred predominantly under high measurement-noise
conditions. Control-losses also resulted more frequently with the PPI-AR
format (eight of ten losses were with this display), but because of the relatively
low incidence of these events and the fact that a majority occurred with only one
pilot, only limited generalization from this result is advisable.

Effects of display quickening-gain variation yielded results similar to those
found in the display comparison. Generally, "high-gain" quickening produced
lower longitudinal and lateral position errors but higher levels of control
activity, although increments in both position-error and control-activity levels
due to increased measurement noise were relatively greater with the high-gain
alternative. Under intermediate and high measurement-noise conditions, alti-
tude errors during final approach were greater with high-gain quickening,
indicating that some sacrifice of attention to the altitude-control task was caused
by increased attention demands placed upon the pilot by this quickening-gain level.
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Performance differences due to approach (glideslope) angle indicated larger
lateral and vertical flight path errors as well as flight-to-flight error vari-
abilities for the steeper 15-degree approach. Generally, flight-to-flight
variabilities in command-path deviation decreased near termination of the
approach to hover for both approach angles simulated.

The main effect for measurement noise yielded the antiticpated result of both
increased position errors and control activities with increasing noise. De-
grading effects of noise were greatest at increased ranges from the signal
source, as would be expected, because of the transformations of angular
signals to an inertial-position reference frame with X YI, Z, coordinates.
Contributions of signal filtering varied as a function o range and aircraft

velocity. At increased ranges, where transformed measurement (input)
noise levels were greatest, increased signal filtering had a net beneficial
effect upon performance. During hover and descent phases, where noise
levels were relatively lower, increased filtering yielded trends toward
degraded pilot-control performance. This latter result is attributed in part
to the greater sensitivity of aircraft control to signal lags in hovering flight
where effects of aerodynamic damping are absent. Noise and filtering variable
interaction results thus support a requirement fur varying the extent of signal
filtering as a fu~nction of the level of measurement noise and flight condition

XV-5 Vehicle

Display-format differences resulting with the XV-5 were similar to those
summarized above for the UH-1. in most instances, RMS position errors
under high measurement-noise conditions were greater for the PPI-AR format,
while control activities were higher for the IEVD format.

The indirect effect of high-gain quickening on altitude control during final
approach under high-noise conditions, previously noted for the UH-1, was not
found with the XV-5. Also, the approach-angle variable did not yield signifi-
cant differences in flight-path-control accuracy (RMSy and RMSZ) during the
final approach. These results are attributed to the lower level of control
difficulty associated with glideslope acquisition and maintenance with the XV-5
because of the relatively lower degree of "collective" (lift input) cross coupling
into other control axes in this vehicle. As with the UH-1, position errors weregenerally lower with high-gain quickening, but measures of pitch and roll con-

trol activity did not yield statistically significant differences due to quickening-
gain.

Relationships between measurement noise and XV-5 piloting performance, in
terms of position errors and control activity, were consistent with results
given above for the UH-1. Additionally, interactive effects of measurement-
noise and filtering variables exhibited similar trends, indicating differential
effects of signal filtering as a function of noise level and flight conditions.
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Terrninal-data samples of translational velocities and position errors indicated
that performance envelopes described by either of these parameters are larger
at approach termination (50-foot hover altitude, as simulated) than at ground
contact. This finding, characteristic of performance with both vehicles tested,
suggests the desirability of terminating the approach at hover rather than
ground contact if visibility conditions are such that an earlier transition to
VFR flight is not possible.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS - TASK III

UH- 1 Vehicle

Display format differences yielded by the Task III study were consistent with
those found in Task I1, and were again attributable to a major extent to
effects of degraded measurement-signal characteristics. Flight-path errors
tended to be lower, and pilot-control activities higher, with the IEVD format.

The approach-angle variable did not yield significant differences in approach
path control accuracy, although differences due to this variable were found for
RMSX (longitudinal error) in hover and descent phases. Larger longitudinal
errors in these phases were attributed to a temporary degrading effect of
pitch-axis OLCS during the terminal portion of the decelerating approach to
hover, which resulted in a tendency to overshoot the hover point. More
difficulty was experienced with the deceleration task on the 6-degree approach
since the longitudinal component of deceleration was greater on this angle than
on the steeper 15-degree gradient.

With the above exception, results indicated a general improvement in aircraft-
control performance for augmentation modes including an OLCS in the pitch
and roll axes. Also, pilot control activities with the OLCS-augmentation
modes simulated were least influenced by signal degradation due to measure-
ment noise and filtering lags. Effects of adding a headingJhold mode were
limited primarily to reductions in pilot control activity under conditions where
this hold mode was used in conjunction with pitch- and roll-axis OLCS. Con-
sistent trends in RMSy data did, however, suggest further improvement in
lateral-axis position control for both modes with which the heading hold was
included.

XV-5 Vehicle

Effects of experimental variables on performance with the XV-5 vehicle were
consistent, in most instances, with those summarized above for the UH-I.

In both study tasks (0I and III), aircraft control losses experienced by the sub-
ject/pilots while attempting to complete the simulated IFR approach and
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landing task tended to occur less frequently with the XV-5 aircraft. For
Tasks TI and III respectively, percentages of flights resulting in control loss
with the XV-5 were 0.69 percent and 0.98 percent, compared to 0. 87 per-
cent and 1.3 percent for the UH-l. Although these differences averaged
across study tasks represent approximately a 28 percent increase in proba-
bility of control loss with the UH-l aircraft, generalization of conclusions
from this finding are not warranted since the subject samples used in all
study-task/vehicle data-collection phases (e. g., Task II/UH-l) were not
identical.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of simulator evaluations performed in the SAA Task II
and Task III studies, the following general conclusions can be drawn. A
number of conclusions previously established in the Task I study (Ref. 1)
were supported in the present studies and are therefore included in this list:

* Within the constraints specified for this study, and for the
approach-profile characteristics commanded, the performance
of IFR steep-angle approaches and landings is possible under
all conditions.

0 Of the various approach and landing task segments simulated,
the final approach, including a deceleration to hover, is con-
sidered to be the most difficult phase to fly. During this phase,
the pilot is required to respond to varying forward and vertical
velocity commands while maintaining a prescribed flight path.

* Based on terminal data recorded at an altitude of 50 feet
(termination of command approach path), and at ground con-
tact, a termination at hover is considered preferable to
termination of the command-approach profile at ground
contact. This alternative is preferable especially for shal-
low approach angles or in landing zones where the size of
the terminal-error envelope is critical.

* The effects of approach angle vary as a function of the vehicle
flown and the axis of error measurement. For example, alti-
tude errors during the approach increase with approach angle
for the UH-I vehicle, reflecting the greater difficulty of con-
trolling simultaneous low forward velocities and high vertical
velocities with this aircraft. This conclusion is consistent with
handling qualities characteristic of rotary-wing aircraft under
these flight conditions. Increased approach angle has relatively
less effect on task difficulty with the XV-5 because of the lower
degree of axis cross coupling associated with this vehicle.
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0 Data trends indicate higher control activities but lower flight-
path errors with the IEVD format under degraded measurement-
signal conditions, while performance differences due to display
format are less with decreased signal degradation. Thus in the
selection of basic display-format characteris.ics for a specific
approach-aid system and system application, consideration to
the available level of measurement-signal integrity is recom-
mended. ...

* Generally, the higher-gain quickening alternatives tested offer
improved flight-path control but are also more sensitive to in-
creases in measurement noise, indicating a possible require-
ment. for gain scheduling as a function of measurement noise
level and/or the level of flight-path control precision required.

* A higher degree of measurement noise filtering is desirable
during approach than during hovering flight near the signal
source. Increased signal lags caused by filtering have relatively
less influence if some degree of aircraft aerodynamic stabilization
is maintained. Additionally, angular noise levels transformed
to inertial position estimates have a more degrading effect upon
piloting performance at increased ranges from the signal source.
For these reasons it is considered preferable to vary the degree
of signal filtering as a function of measurement-nol se level,
range from the signal source, aircraft velocity, or some combi-
nation of these variables.

* Data trends generally indicate beneficial effects from the use of
outer-loop control augmentation modes simulated. The predomi-
nant effect is found under high measurement noise/filter lag condi-
tions where outer-loop augmentation contributes to reduction of
the level of pilot-control activity. An exception to this general
conclusion is that the use of pitch-axis attitude-feedback augmen-
tation has a degrading effect on control of longitudinal velocity
during the deceleration-to-hover maneuver. For this reason,
pitch-axis attitude-response characteristics are not considered
desirable during this terminal deceleration or transition to hover.
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APPENDIX A

SIMULATOR DESCRIPTION

SIMULATION FACILITY

All simulations w'ere performed on the Honeywell hybrid-simulation facility.
This facility, consisting of both digital and analog computers, was specifically
designed for simulation programs where real-time performance measures
are desired under varied experimental conditions.

In general, the analog portion of the hybrid computer was used to provide
calculations of relatively low accuracy. The digital portion of the computer
was used to provide the high-speed and accuracy calculations and, in this
particular study, to control the simulation. This is common practice because
of the extensive logic and decision-making capabilities of the digital machine.

Figure Al shows a model of the SAA system and the organization of the hybrid-
computer facility in the mechanization of this system. Variable-velocity
simulations of both aircraft were programmed on this facility. Nonlinear
force and moment equations and aerodynamic lags were computed digitally,
while inertial dynamics were synthesized on the analog portion of the hybrid
simulator. Examples of the flight characteristics gained by this variable-
velocity-simulation technique include: (1) complete aerodynamic cross

coupling in all control axes in the presence of gusts, control inputs and
~ I vehicle drift rates, and (2) continuous change in vehicle trim conditions as a

1• function of airspeed and aerodynamic loading.

A brief description of equipment included in the Honeywell hybrid-computer
facility follows.

fJt Digital Computer (XDS Sigma-5)

The digital computer was a high-speed, medium-word-length machine
~ lspecifically designed for hybrid simulations, real-time control, and rapid
f comDutation. The main characteristics of this machine are:

* 32-bit word

0 40K memory, rapid-access disc (3 million, 9-bit bytes)

, 0. 85-jisec cycle time

II" Floating-point hardware

* Real-time FORTRAN IV language

I Al, II A
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F1  ~Peripheral EquipmentI
The peripheral equipment available in this computer system included:

. 1000-line-per-minute printer

0 Card reader

* Two magnetic tape units

* Console input/output typewriter

I Character display

Disply Equipmen

Display equipment included a 19-inch digitally addressed CRT.

Analog Computers and Hybrid Link

- .The analog portion of the hybrid problem was programmed on a 100-amplifier
analog computer. Information flowing into and out of the analog portion of the
system emanated from and entered the digital portion via a linkage system of
digital-to-analog (D/A) and analog-to-digital (A/D) converters.

The link system included a small-capacity analog computer, and provided the
-1 " means of coupling the larger analog computer with the digital computer.

The link included:

- 24 channels of A/D with simultaneous sample and hold

i 24 channels of A/D without sample and hold

0 20 channels of D/A2 * 6 discrete-input channels

0 6 discrete-output channels

* 10 kHz real-time-interrupt clock

I Pilot's Control Station

A pilot's control station was positioned directly in front of the computer-
addressed display scope, and consisted of a mobile platform on which the
following controls were mounted:
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0 Pitch and roll center stick with trim

"" Collectivc stick

, Rudder pedals

Displacements and forces of the various controls on the pilot's control
station used with both vehicle simulatiorn2 were:

- ontrol Displacement/ Force

- Pitch-stick travel (fore-aft) ±6. 5 in.

- Pitch-stick breakout 1. 5 lb

- Pitch-stick force gradient 1. 3 lb/in.

m Roll-stick travel (lateral) 6. 5 in.

0 Roll- stick breakout 1. 2 lb
* Roll-stick force gradient 0. 8 lb/in.

- Rudder-pedal travel 3.0 in.

- Rudder-pedal breakout 1. 0 lb

- Rudder-pedal force gradient 1. 0 lb/in.

- Collective-stick travel 8. 0 in.

: Collective-stick torque 5.0 ft-lb

Additional controls used by the pilot were the standard thumb-actuated trim
I button, used for pitch- and roll-axis trim inputs, and a two-position "trigger"

switch. The latter switch was used only with the XV-5 aircraft simulation as
a "vector-angle" control device.

COMPUTER PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

-- The total computer program for each vehicle simulated consisted of one main
program which provided overall control, and several subroutines which per-
"formed distinct prugram functions. The program was modular in design,
allowing the programming for each primary function to be developed and
checked out independently. This modular design also promoted ease of

*i• interpretation, usage, and program modification, and the capability to store
independent subprograms on magnetic tape.

A brief description of the functions of the main program and each of the sub-
routines follows:
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Program Name Function

MAIN Provided overall control of simulation.

Controlled communications between analog and
digital.

Generated system disturbances in the form of
turbulence and measurement noise.

Permitted experimenter to change experimental
conditions through input of a 7-digit ID number on
console typewriter.

Permitted changes through typewriter of other
parameters not normally varied du.A-ing formal
experimentation.

Calculated experimental performance measures
and output them to printer and magnetic tape.

DISPLAY Calculated appropriate variables and called appro-
priate display software routines for generation of
moving portions of display.

FORCE (and Generated vehicle body-axis forces and moments
-_ associated given vehicle velocities, angular rates and atti-

functions) tudes, and control inputs.

RAND Generated random-number sequence used for
simulation of turbulence and measurement noise.
This sequence had a Gaussian distribution with
"specified mean and standard deviation.

ACCU Provided smoothing of simulated measurements of
position in space through filtering with the a-0
filter model.

DISTAB Read in data for all display-background information
(i. e., all nonmoving portions of display).
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VEHICLE SIMULATIONS

XV-5 Aircraft

The fan, or vertical-lift mode, of the XV-5 was simulated. This variable-
velocity simulation was developed for an earlier control system study at
Honeywell (Ref. 32), with a detailed discussion of equations and programming
being presented in this reference. For the Task II study, the XV-5 was simu-
lated with a three-axis rate-stability-augmentation system -s described in
Section VII of this report. Other control-augmentation modes evaluated as
part of the Task III study phase are also described in this section.

UH-1 Aircraft

The UH-1 simulation employed the simulated-rotor method of modeling a
variable-velocity helicopter. As in the XV-5, the digital program generated
forces and moments as a function of flight condition and control inputs. The
UH-1 vehicle was also sLmulated with a three-axis rate-stability-augmentation
system in the Task II study and additional control-augmentation modes in the
Task III study.

The main-rotor equations (Ref. 33) show that the computation of lift from the
blades is exerted essentially by four blades at azimuth angles of 0 degrees
(forward), 90 degrees (to right), 180 degrees and 2"70 degrees. The lift and
drag from each blade is then halved since the vehicle has actualy only two
blades. Because the rotor equations contained higher frequencies chan the
aerodynamic equations, it was necessary to compute these twice during each
single time step of the computer program.

Time lags between digital and analog computations resulted in reducing the
phase margin of the yaw axis to the point of instability. This effect was
removed by predicting the next set of values which the digital program would
see. The prediction was accomplished by multiplying the current acceleration
by the time step of the program and adding it to the current value of rate
obtained from the analog. This method accrued only short-term error since
the analog was still relied upon for steady-state values.

DISPLAY SIMULATIONS

The two display formats evaluated (PPI-AR and IEVD) were programmed for
presentation on a computer-addressed CRT display. The refresh rate of this
display was approximately 50 Hz and was independent of the information-
update rate. The display information-update rate of 13. 3 updates/sec was
limited by the program time step (i. e., the time required for the digital com-
puter to complete one cycle of calculations).
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I Background portions of the display were set up through the subroutine
DISTAB while moving sedtions of the display were initialized during the
non-real-time portion of the program. All moving portions of the display

I were double buffered (i. e., while the picture for one time step was being
computed the picture for the last time step was being displayed).

Ir TURBULENCE SIMULATION

* A simplified gust-perturbation model was developed for use in the data-I collection phase of the study. Based on data cited in Refs. 34 and 35, a gust
profile was programmed which randomly varied both gust duration and mag-
nitude. Durations were from 1 to 10 seconds, relative to a stationary object,S-with duration decreasing as a function of aircraft forward velocity. Single-
axis component magnitudes randomly varying from zero to plus and minus 5
knots were selected to yield a nominal increase in pilot control difficulty

i Iduring the approach and landing task. The three-axis gust components were
I identical in their range of magnitude variation (Ref. 35), and when combined,

generasted a maximum gust vector of approximately ±8. 5 knots with a mean of
zero knots. Gust conditions did not change as a function of altitude (Ref. 34).

SIMULATION USAGE

= Primary control of the simulation was maintained by the digital computer
through a console typewriter, while secondary control was maintained

, Stthrough switches on the analog computer and on the control station itself.
.1 Switch options on the analog included:

0 Starting and stopping a mission (e. g., passing from non-real-
! time operation to a real-time mode)

* Inhibiting printout of performance data (used during checkout
and debug)

* • Transferring control from the analog back to the typewriter
console

I, Transferring start control of the mission to a button on the
pitch and roll stick of the control station

ii Console typewriter options included:

l Complete control of experimental conditions through a
7-digit ID number

* Specification of starting run number which was thereafterii automatically incremented at the start of each run

S IA
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"* Outputs of performanc,. and run-summary data on magnetic

tape

"* Output of magnetic tape data on printer

"* Variation of experimental conditions not controlled by ID
number

SIMULATOR LIMITATIONS AND CONSTRAINTS

A fundamental assumption associated with a laboratory simulation of a com-
plex task and environment is that not all elements and variations in the task
and environment are duplicated. A tradeoff between the inclusion of addi-
tional elements in the simulation. and their associated cost, must be made
so as to maximize the amount and validity of problem-orienred information
within specified cost constraints. Limitations of the simulations for this study
are listed below. If the interpretation of performance data described in this
report is tempered with a knowledge of these limitations, a meaningful assess-
ment of pilot performance on the IFR steep-angle approach task is possible.

"* A fixed-base control station was used. The lack of kinesthetic
and auditory cues results in the simulator pilot not being able
to attend to motion and sound cues normally experienced in air-
craft flight. The fixed-base simulator does, however, require
the pilot to gain all control information from his visual displays,
thus avoiding the confounding of experimental variables (e. g.,
displays) with other sensory inputs.

"* Only two aircraft, of the large variety of vertical-lift vehicles
under study, were simulated. The results of this study are
limited in their generality to the extent that the handling quali-
ties and aerodynamic characteristics of the simulated UH-1
and XV-5 differ from other vertical-lift aircraft.

"* The UH- 1 and XV- 5 were simulated with their normal gross
weights of 8500 and 9200 pounds, respectively, with no con-
sideration given to approach and landing constraints associated
with an overload or high density-altitude conditions.

"* Ground effects and mean-wind conditions were not simulated.
Effects of these variables interact with each other and with ter-
rain features, and therefore would more appropriately be inves-
tigated in a study where these effects are treated as experimental
variables.
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APPENDIX B
SPECTRAL AND DISTRIBUTION CHARACTERISTICS

OF NOISE SIMULATED

I To describe the effects of the o.,- filter and the rate-limiting technique on
reduction of simulated measurement-system noise, the following functions
were computed using a collection of special-purpose programs on the XDS

S- Sigma- 5 computer:

0 Normalized Autocorrelation (R
-. ' T

R Ry(.) <X- X(t + T)> lirn 1 f X(t) X(t+T)dt
RX(T) R (O) 2 T-* 2 j

x 2 aX2T

* _ (BI)

v- where

R4T) = autocorrelation function (ACF) of X(t)

R (0) =v.alueofACFas =0 sec

- X(t) value of function X at time t sec

X(t+T) - value of fun&.ion X at t*me t+T sec

2
= variance of function X

T= parameter representing the amount of snifting
of X(t)

< > denotes time average of function enclosed

0 Power Spectral Density (Sx)

S- (f) = 7 {R (111 = I • (-T) eJ 2 L d-J (B2)

-~ whe~re

_S(f) power spectral density (PSD) of X(t)

f = frequency (,iz)
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= parameter representing the amount of shiftir - of
X(t)

R•Y R (C)l = Fourier transform of R IC)

X X

* Cumulative Probability Density,(P)

P(xi Pr(X.: xi)4 =•?(xi) (B3)

where

p(xi)= discrete probability density at X x i

P(xt) = discrete cumulative probability density for X x

In general, a digital computer cannot solve integral equations, and therefore
all integrals must be replaced by summations. In practice, however, this
method leads to equations which are very time consuming even for a digital
computer.

The method employed here assumes that the function being analyzed is periodic
and that it is known at 2 N points in time. The latter requirement implies that
the period of the function can be partitioned into 2 N parts and the fanction evalu-
ated at each division as well as at time zero. The equations obtained for RX(T)
and Sx(f) are based upon the above assumptions and make us of the Cooley-
Tukey Algorithm. Because of their complexity, they are omitted from the text,
but a derivation of them appears in Reference 31.

The value of N chosen was 10 and corresponds to 1024 subdivisions. This
value provided sufficient data to describe the effects of filtering. and rate limiting.
Sample results of this analysis appear in Figures BI through B14. The notation
used for subscripts 3f R and S was the following:

random noise input to filter/limiter system

X: position-output estinate from a.-0 filter

X: rate-output estimate from a-A filter

Min- rate-output estimate from rate lirniter
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Figure D69. Terminal Mediafi and ±34th-Percentile Data
for 0: XV-5 Aircraft
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